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The exhibiti on ‘GSK Contemporary – 
Aware: Art Fashion Identi ty’ has been 
developed by the Royal Academy 
of Arts with a view to exploring the 
opportuniti es that exist at the edges of 
contemporary art and how they relate 
to and interact with associated practi ces 
such as, in this case, fashion and clothing. 
As an Academy, with a fi ne art school and 
a membership of 80 Royal Academician 
arti sts and architects, provocati on and 
debate is at our heart. This exhibiti on 
challenges the viewer to consider the 
everyday elements that are involved in 
defi ning our individual and collecti ve 
identi ti es – what we wear denotes who 
we are, where we come from, and what 
‘tribe’ we belong to. Clothing has the 
ability to illustrate our way of life and 
even our unconscious, communicati ng 
our beliefs, status and aspirati ons.  

Providing such a potenti ally 
powerful mechanism of expression, an 
explorati on of the role of clothing has 
been at the heart of the arti sti c practi ce 
of a number of contemporary arti sts. It 
has parti cular resonance for those arti sts 
who are att uned to the social situati ons 
of their ti mes and the transformati ons 
underway. These arti sts adopt and 
absorb into their arti sti c practi ce many of 
the preoccupati ons of fashion designers. 
The disti ncti ons between both disciplines 
have shared meeti ng points: both are 
routed in history and therefore look back 

as much as forward, and they have the 
ability to provide vehicles to present and 
questi on key issues and needs of our 
ti me. The interpretati on of the arti sts 
and designers allows clothing to become 
an expression of identi ty and to speak 
of our experience of the world around 
us – its history, its politi cal and social 
complexiti es and its changing nature. 
‘Aware’ refl ects upon the relati onship 
between our physical coverings and our 
‘constructed’ personal environments; 
our individual and social identi ti es; and 
the contexts in which we all live, through 
clothing that has been designed or 
constructed to fulfi l a functi on that goes 
beyond the limitati ons of ornamentati on 
or fashion.

Glaxo-Smith-Kline’s support 
for this strand of contemporary art 
programming at the Royal Academy has 
been fundamental to the development 
of our thinking and practi ce in this area. 
Their sponsorship of this series of GSK 
Contemporary exhibiti ons, of which 
‘Aware’ is the third, has been that of an 
involved partner at every level, and we 
are extremely grateful to the team at 
GSK who have championed the project 
so admirably.

The possibiliti es around ‘Aware’ 
have been taken to even higher levels 
through the Royal Academy’s partnership 
with London College of Fashion, and 
parti cular thanks must go to Frances 
Corner for her interest and acti ve 
involvement in the development of 
the exhibiti on, its commissions and its 
associated programmes. Other partners 
and supporters in the project should also 
not be forgott en, least of all the many 
arti sts, their dealers and the private and 

insti tuti onal lenders who have generously 
supported the exhibiti on.

Finally, our heartf elt thanks go to 
Sunnifa Hope and Kitt y Corbet-Milward 
in the Exhibiti ons Department at the 
Royal Academy. Their att enti on to detail 
and supreme organisati onal skills, whilst 
working at great speed, keep us all 
on track. The exhibiti on would not, of 
course, have been possible without the 
curators. This initi al exhibiti on proposal 
was the result of a convergence of 
ideas and much discussion between 
Gabi Scardi and the arti st Lucy Orta, 
who then generously allowed me and 
Edith Devaney to shape the exhibiti on 
alongside them. I would also like to thank 
Caroline Beamish for translati ng Gabi 
Scardi’s texts for this catalogue so swift ly, 
and extend heartf elt thanks to Abbie 
Coppard for all her help in bringing the 
catalogue together.

The Royal Academy is delighted 
to be mounti ng an exhibiti on that 
challenges and makes us questi on 
the way in which we lead our lives. 
Contemporary art is uniquely placed to 
negoti ate such relevant subject-matt er 
on our behalf, and an Academy is the 
natural home for such considerati ons.

Kathleen Soriano
Director of Exhibiti ons
Royal Academy of Arts

Foreword
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London College of Fashion is delighted to be a partner in this exciti ng and challenging 
exhibiti on, and to be able to provide contributi ons from some of the college’s leading 
researchers, arti sts and designers. 

The relati onship between art and fashion, through conceptual and practi cal 
expression, is at London College of Fashion’s core. We were immensely proud to 
endorse the development of ‘GSK Contemporary – Aware: Art Fashion Identi ty’, 
from its original concept by Lucy Orta, London College of Fashion Professor of Art, 
Fashion and the Environment, together with curator Gabi Scardi. Additi onally, we are 
privileged to support two new commissions by Yinka Shonibare and Hussein Chalayan, 
the creati on of which will directly connect to our teaching and research acti vity.    

London College of Fashion is committ ed to extending the infl uence of fashion, 
be it economically, socially or politi cally, and we explore fashion in many contexts. 
This exhibiti on encapsulates vital characteristi cs of today’s fashion educati on, and it 
supports my belief that fashion has the potenti al to bring about social change when 
considered in contexts of identi ty, individuality, technology and the environment. 
We see this in the work of Professor Helen Storey, whose Wonderland Project brings 
together art and science to fi nd real soluti ons for a more sustainable world, and in 
the explorati on of craft smanship, patronage and historical practi ce in the work of 
Professor Dai Rees. 

With the recent appointment of London College of Fashion Curator, Magdalene 
Keaney, and signifi cant developments to the Fashion Space Gallery at London College 
of Fashion we now intend to increase public awareness of how fashion has, is, and 
will conti nue to permeate new territories. The opportunity to work with the Royal 
Academy in presenti ng ‘Aware’ has been instrumental to our vision for this, and I look 
forward to future collaborati ons.

Professor Frances Corner OBE
Head of College 
London College of Fashion

Catalogue supporter’s statement
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Clothes have always been the foremost 
pointer to individual and social identi ty. 
Clothing is fundamental to physical survival, 
but also a vehicle of identi ty; as mask and 
costume, it is an interface between self 
and others, an element of recogniti on or 
discriminati on. Situated between what we 
are and what we wish to present of ourselves, 
clothes can also reveal our way of life and 
our unconscious. They may communicate 
positi on, aspirati ons and desires, needs and 
our vision of the world. Although clothing 
is emblemati c of the aestheti c dimension 
that may be adopted in life, it can very easily 
cross over into something predominantly 
ornamental. Clothing consti tutes a cultural 
enti ty in ti me and space, and its nature 
relates directly to place and period, to cultural 
shift s and to a specifi c economic and social 
context and its transformati ons. Rather than 
being merely a formal exercise, clothing is 
alive – to the extent that it is connected to 
(and compromised by) reality.

Correlated to both functi on and 
the personality of the wearer, clothes lie 
at the core of the experiments carried out 
by the many arti sts who are parti cularly 
att enti ve to new contexts and values, to 
the social situati ons of their ti mes and the 
transformati ons under way. These arti sts take 
on the forms and methods, as well as physical 
elements, from an adjacent sector: fashion 
design. The proximity between these two 
worlds arouses comparisons at a theoreti cal 
as well as a design level, at a methodological 
as well as an operati onal level.

Vital, recepti ve, responsive, tensed 
between imagining and making, constantly 

The Sense of Our Time
�� G��� S�����

in progress and eager to interpret the 
meaning of existence and the world, fi red by 
a regenerati ng tendency to experiment, the 
two disciplines – art and fashion design – live 
together in harmony and disagreement, 
connivance and drasti c divergence.

Art, like fashion design, is 
simultaneously a refl ecti on and a 
representati on, a camoufl age but also a mode 
of existence. In both disciplines, the formal 
quality and signifi cance of the contents are 
consubstanti al and impossible to ignore. Both 
represent precision within heterogeneity, 
discipline within freedom. Neither is passive – 
on the contrary, both interpret reality as they 
have created it. As Virginia Woolf wrote: 
‘Vain trifl es as they seem, clothes have […] 
more important offi  ces than merely to keep 
us warm. They change our view of the world 
and the world’s view of us. […] Thus, there 
is much to support the view that it is clothes 
that wear us and not we them; we may 
make them take the mould of arm or breast, 
but they mould our hearts, our brains, our 
tongues, to their liking’ (Orlando, 1928).

In his quest for self-knowledge, and 
knowledge of his environment, the arti st 
approaches clothing as a prism through which 
to take a fresh look at the world, to disti l its 
parti cular character and to convey its main 
tendencies and needs. 

Like the most experimental fashion 
designers, arti sts are moti vated by the 
desire to give a voice to their era, to disti l 
its parti cular character and to convey its 
main tendencies and needs. They synthesise 
the visual identi ty of a period of ti me. This 
does not mean, however, simply being well-
informed about the ‘latest trend’. Both art 
and fashion design look backwards as much as 
forwards, acti ng as the channel between past 
and present, heading towards movements 
that are sti ll in an embryonic stage, waiti ng to 
happen in the near future.

When interpreted via the individual 
gaze of the arti st or designer, fi red with 

Gabriele Di Matt eo, Nuda 
Umanità / History Stripped Bare, 
2000 / 2010. Oil on canvas, 
30 x 40 cm each, 66 of 200 works.
Courtesy Federico Luger, Milan 

From left  to right:
The Neanderthal Man
The Egypti ans during spring ti me
The Etruscans at war vs the 

Romans
The Roman senate
The Gauls at war vs the Romans
Pyrrhus, the African king of 

Epirus, at war vs the Romans

1313



experimental zeal, then clothes are freed 
from the seasonality of collecti ons and trends, 
from their commercial and consumerist, or 
merely functi onal status. 

Art and fashion design represent a 
kind of reverse side to the reducti ve vision 
of glamorous fashion generally provided by 
the glossy magazines; fashion as a deducti ve 
exercise, functi oning in a market basically 
ruled by conformist labels, dangerously 
connected to the celebrity system; based on 
a self-referenti al interpretati on of seducti on 
and an anachronisti c idea of beauty – which 
actually pays no att enti on to bodily reality. 
By withdrawing clothing from the fashion 
circus, as represented here, arti sts root their 
own creati ve acti vity in everyday life, infusing 
it with commitment and criti cal sympathy. 
In their working methods they shun the 
conti nuous haste and blind egoism of a 
present which looks only inwards at itself, 
gathering substance in order to interpret a 
parti cular moment, fragile in its transitory 
nature but powerful in its urgency.

Clothing which responds to needs 
beyond the search for protecti on and 
safety is nothing new. Originally man wore 
an undiff erenti ated garment that fulfi lled 
a protecti ve functi on: the pelt of a wild 
animal around his naked body. Change 
began when symbolic purpose was added 
to practi cality. This is when clothing was 
transformed into a language that conveyed 
signs with communicati ve power, linked to 
behaviours and dispositi ons – corresponding 
to hierarchies and the social order. The need 
to cover oneself thus combined with religious 
and apotropaic intent, the outward expression 
of conventi on, codifi ed or spontaneous ritual. 
Clothing is a manifestati on, an instrument and 
a protagonist. Fashion in its current sense was 
to emerge much later, when society began 
to shake off  its rigid atti  tudes and opened up 
to change. From then on, clothing marked 
each new stage much more decisively than it 
had before.

‘The clothed body is the physical/cultural 
territory in which we play out the visible and 
tangible performance of our external identi ty. 
The history of dress is also the history of 
the body, the way we have constructed 
it, envisaged it, divided it between men 
and women according to its producti ve 
and reproducti ve functi ons, its discipline, 
the hierarchies writt en all over it, and the 
discourse which has created its passions and 
feelings’ (Patrizia Calefato, Fashion Theory, 
2000, p. 118).

The passage of ti me has been accompanied 
by radical transformati ons in styles of dress 
during periods of change and rupture: from 
the Enlightenment to the French Revoluti on, 
from the culture of the early twenti eth-
century avant-garde to Modernism (which 
viewed individual creati vity as one of the 
great themes, able to infl uence art as well 
as fashion and all the other disciplines); to 
the Bauhaus, with its belief in innovati on in 
the name of world democracy; to the Maoist 
revoluti on, which did away with the kimono 
and women’s bound feet, and put everyone 
into a boiler suit; and fi nally to the socio-
cultural, anti -establishment revoluti on which, 
in the 1960s and ’70s, swept through the 
Western world, overturning the established 
order. To discuss clothing therefore entails the 
discussion of history. 

Arti sts have oft en adopted fashion as a 
subject. Following the climacti c developments 
of Constructi vism and Futurism, including 
the experiments in Neo-Concreti sm by Hélio 
Oiti cica and Lygia Clark and their ‘habitable 
clothing’, if we confi ne ourselves to the past 
few decades there are innumerable examples. 
Joseph Beuys who, with the ‘performance’ 
that accompanied all his public appearances, 
invariably wore a felt hat, an aviator’s jacket 
and boots, a waistcoat over his shirt and 
ancient trousers; he carried the ritual staff  
of a shaman, a sign that his sensory faculti es 
were perhaps superior to those of others. 

His original Felt Suit (1970) was tailored 
from one of his own suits and can be seen 
as an oblique self-portrait. For him the suit 
was an extension of his felt sculptures, in 
which the matt ed fabric appeared as an 
‘element of warmth’. He explained: ‘Not 
even physical warmth is meant … Actually I 
mean a completely diff erent kind of warmth, 
namely spiritual or evoluti onary warmth or 
the beginning of an evoluti on.’ The meaning 
here is mysti cal, but it is also the sign of 
an early regard for ecology that Beuys had 
made the cornerstone of his work. In reality, 
we are talking about mental and spiritual 
ecology, inclining towards unity between 
ethics, politi cs and aestheti cs; about global 
thinking, linking nature, culture, science 
and myth. Thinking that bore the imprint of 
ideological commitment, which considered 
‘clothing’ to be an eff ecti ve, concise means of 
communicati on.

Reconciling the female identi ty
It was not by chance that women arti sts in 
parti cular used dress and its forms in their 
work. We see them beginning to emerge 
from their confi ning role, overturning rules 
and taboos, rebelling against the dictates of 
beauty imposed by the male gaze, and against 
models of behaviour which inspired the criti c 
and writer John Berger to write: ‘Men look 
at women. Women watch themselves being 
looked at’ (Ways of Seeing, 1972).

During the 1930s Méret Oppenheim, 
whose innovati ve, imaginati ve and varied 
work anti cipated (with sophisti cated humour) 
subjects connected with individuality and 
the feminine, managed to disti l the atti  tudes 
and atmosphere of the enti re period in her 
Déjeuner en fourrure. Later she produced 
works such as Ma gouvernante and Beyond 
the Teacup. Oppenheim’s extremely wide-
ranging work included not only painti ng, 
sculpture and installati ons, but also 
masterpieces of clothing, jewellery and 
design pieces.

In 1957 Atsuko Tanaka, who was part 
of the Gutai Group, presented her work at 
the second Gutai exhibiti on in the Ohara 
Kaikan Hall in Tokyo. Electric Dress was a 
kimono-like garment made of electric wire 
and multi coloured neon light bulbs, to 
suggest the organic interconnecti on between 
the body, with energy fl owing through it, 
and the dynamic, glowing identi ty of the 
contemporary city illuminated by fl ashing 
neon adverti sements.

Louise Bourgeois began her career 
in the 1950s. She viewed clothing as the 
product that, more than any other, bears 
witness to life and to the materialisati on of 
creati on. It narrates the body and its fears, 
its need to cover and protect itself. Dress 
is also the item that comes face-to-face 
with sexuality, interrogati ng the past and 
challenging the arti st’s unconscious. Over her 
very long career, she produced innumerable 
installati ons that included clothing, ready-
made or made expressly for the purpose. 
These highly emoti ve pieces brim with hidden 
narrati ves, conveying a sense of inti macy and 
heartlessness. They promote the idea that 
introspecti on is not a defecti on from life, that 
only by searching inside oneself, throwing 
light in dark corners, joining up the threads of 
the past and following them to the present, 
is it possible to survive the inalienable and 
traumati c memories that are preserved within 
our bodies.

We are on the threshold of the 1960s. 
One of the most signifi cant revoluti ons of the 
period was to overthrow the traditi onal image 
of womanhood, leading to a tremendous 
surge in gender studies, the shortening 
of skirts and, by introducing a questi on 
mark into a system hitherto based on the 
separati on of the sexes, the return of the 
body to the spotlight.

At this stage, many women asserted 
themselves by adopti ng passionately held 
radical views. They included many arti sts, 
free for the fi rst ti me to construct their own 

From left  to right:
The murder of Julius Caesar
The birth of Christ
The Christi ans fi nd shelter in the 

catacombs in Rome
The constructi on of the Coliseum
The vision of Constanti ne and his 

conversion to Christi anity
St Patrick introducing Christi anity 

in Ireland

From left  to right:
The Saxons of Germany invading 

Great Britain
The Romans converti ng to 

Christi anity
The end of the world around 

AD 1000
The legend of King Arthur
The Crusaders
Dante Alighieri writi ng the Divine 

Comedy
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personal arti sti c profi le, to experiment, to 
express themselves and to enjoy public 
success. These arti sts began working 
in diff erent ways, relati ng either to the 
traditi onal daily acti viti es undertaken by 
women (sewing, embroidery), or to the 
female stereotype – the confi nes of the 
home, domesti c duti es, child rearing. To give 
adequate form to these strongly-experienced 
subjects, they tried out new languages, 
modaliti es, new and less metaphorical 
modes of expression: performance above 
all, and photography, fi lm and video. This 
desire to dislodge the male prerogati ve in 
art was translated into a rejecti on of the 
hegemony of the medium, the linchpin 
of the arti sti c traditi on unti l now. Their 
acti viti es contributed enormously to female 
emancipati on and to the transformati on of 
the language of Western art.

Clothes were central to the work 
of many women arti sts. In Cut Piece, Yoko 
Ono could be found sitti  ng on a dais in the 
Yamaichi Hall in Kyoto in 1963, and in New 
York’s Carnegie Hall in 1965, inviti ng the 
public to come up and cut strips from her 
clothing. While the scraps of fabric fell to the 
fl oor one by one, the unveiling of her body 
took on the signifi cance of a leap over the 
boundaries of conventi on; it overfl owed as 
it progressed into an aggressive act when 
the arti st, sti ll moti onless but now nearly 
naked, was exposed in all her vulnerability. 
During these years Kusama also dressed and 
undressed herself, shedding her psychedelic, 
surreal, sexualised obsessions. A dress, 
an umbrella, a bag, a naked body or an 
enti re environment can be contaminated 
by thousands of polka dots or phallic 
forms, buff eted by the wind of impudent 
rebellion, an overpowering energy, bullying, 
destabilising and subverti ng norms and 
conventi ons.

Cross-dressing was also used by Orlan 
who, veiled and draped, posed as the Virgin 
Mary; the blatant, extravagant sensuality with 

which she infused the image went beyond 
the admissible, turning the signifi cance of 
the traditi onal bare breast into blasphemous 
provocati on.

The early work of Annett e Messager 
was also based on gender: what identi fi es us, 
what moulds us? How can we reconcile the 
female identi ty that we construct with the 
identi ty att ributed to us? In her installati ons 
the inclusion of old clothes gives them 
the intensity of a lived experience; they 
convey painful aff ecti ve memory, a sense of 
expressive urgency.

From the outset, in 1975–6, Cindy 
Sherman dressed up, made up and posed in 
the search for a way of defi ning herself by 
assuming other identi ti es, both male and 
female.

In 1975 Birgit Jürgenssen published 
Housewives’ Kitchen Apron. This is a self-
portrait in which she puts on an apron/
cooker, which looks bulky and is presumably 
very heavy. The garment clings to her body in 
a kind of symbiosis. A sti ck of bread emerges 
from the lap/window: the outcome of a 
strange pregnancy and also a phallic symbol, 
alluding to the role of mother, or to the role 
of available and generous wet nurse that 
women always seem to occupy. Let me Out 
of Here is the ti tle of a 1976 shutt er-release 
photograph in which the arti st wears the 
clothes of a serious, bourgeois wife trapped 
behind a glass, an invisible but insuperable 
barrier which conventi on does not allow her 
to escape. With this ironic image Jürgenssen 
describes the conditi on of supervised liberty 
endured by many women, their unambiguous 
stereotype as mother, wife and keeper of the 
hearth. The arti st was later to create a series 
of shoe-monsters, the Schuwerk, from the 
pregnant shoe to the shoe with wings.

Self-representati on and role reversals 
are also present in the work of Eleanor Anti n, 
who ironically proclaims herself ‘king of 
Sloane Beach’. Dressed as a monarch, wearing 
a dark cloak and lace-edged shirt, she parades 

around the beach bowing and kissing people’s 
hand. Through this playful transformati on, 
Anti n appropriates a traditi onal male 
prerogati ve: freedom of movement.

In Mythic Being, Adrian Piper dresses 
up as a man, using fashion to claim the 
right to choose the role of both creator and 
creati on. In art history, as in real life, woman 
has almost always been the main subject of 
representati on. Valie Export, meanwhile, a 
member of the Viennese Acti onists, is the 
author of a provocati ve criti que of social and 
politi cal aff airs which is at once visceral and 
conceptual. Her Tapp und Tastkino (1968) 
was a performance during which the public 
were invited to touch the arti st’s breasts by 
putti  ng their hands inside a kind of prostheti c 
dress, a box with curtains strapped to her 
torso. She describes it as ‘a cinema of touch 
and feel’. The more directly aggressive Genital 
Panic (1969) is also aimed at objecti fying the 
body, with the acti on taking place in a porno 
cinema in Munich: ‘I was dressed in a pullover 
and a pair of trousers from which I had cut 
out the pubic area.’ The following year, in 
1970, in Body Sign Acti on, Export had a garter 
tatt ooed on her leg and then exhibited it: a 
lover’s gesture, the gesture of a man-eater or 
a temptress – yet too direct to be seducti ve, 
and too disrespectf ul of social norms not to 
appear aggressive.

In 1987 Jana Sterbak exhibited Vanitas: 
Flesh Dress for an Albino Anorecti c, a dress 
made of raw meat, symbolic of eroti c love 
and death, and of the transitory nature of life 
and love. In 1989 she created Remote 
Control: a woman is suspended from the waist 
downwards in a framework shaped like a 
crinoline on wheels. The woman cannot touch 
the ground with her feet. She is trapped. 
The structure is acti vated by a remote 
control, symbolising the problem of 
independent acti on. 

Many arti sts at this ti me dressed and 
undressed themselves in order to deliver a 
powerfully direct and disconcerti ng message, 

and made a major contributi on to the 
redefi niti on of the female identi ty. The image 
of Marina Abramović with a star cut into 
her stomach, or of Gina Pane dressed as a 
bride, self-harming with thorns, have become 
genuine visual icons.

At one with our ti me
The moment of direct confrontati on and 
defi ant challenge is past; the most recent 
generati on of Western arti sts seems more 
comfortable in their clothing, even though 
there is sti ll ground to be won in the areas of 
equal opportuniti es and integrati on.

The strident tones of earlier 
protests remain, as do the demands for 
unfett ered expression and the rejecti on of 
the stereotyped image from which women 
have only recently managed to escape. 
Commitment and personal involvement, 
and the att enti on to their plight gained by 
arti sts in the past are at the root of what is 
happening now.

The subject of identi ty is today dealt 
with on a diff erent level. The challenge to 
both male and female arti sts is to decode 
the splintered, complex reality in which we 
live and to fi nd a way of making a personal 
statement about today’s needs – which have 
their own weight of knowledge, history, 
percepti ve tools and codes of expression. 
Moti vated by the desire to plough their own 
individual furrow, now more than ever they 
lean towards the specifi c in order to discover 
the universal within the specifi c.

It would be impossible for their 
work not to touch on the central themes 
of today: multi culturalism, geopoliti cs, 
habitat, community and exclusion, authority 
and control, social and environmental 
sustainability. But within these global 
phenomena they are sti ll able to perceive 
the human dimension and their eff ect on 
individuals. Their awareness of the historical 
tensions and profound changes taking place 
in society today combines in their work with 
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the ability to think in terms of people and the 
mundane; in other words, the problems, and 
above all the soluti ons, are human and have 
to be tackled individually. They may produce 
a paradigm, but they are never absolute and 
never identi cal for everybody. Nothing is 
more singular, more personal, more ordinary, 
more inexorably present every single day than 
clothing. It moulds to the body that inhabits 
it and, like some sort of ‘storage tank’, defi nes 
its space. By adhering to the body it absorbs 
its humours, adopts its silhouett e and shares 
its experiences. It covers us like a second skin. 
We tend to choose our clothes personally and 
with care, so that they are comfortable and 
defi ne our tastes and habits as we would wish 
to be defi ned. We choose things with which 
we can establish a profound relati onship, 
in order to convey to others those features 
we have in common and those that are 
disti ncti ve to us alone. Because clothing is 
inti mate and individual it can give informati on 
about cultures and people. It is natural that 
for many arti sts dress should represent a 
semanti c and expressive element to be used; 
in many cases the starti ng point of arti sti c 
practi ce is a personal experience. For those 
arti sts, the creati on of works in the form of 
clothes is a means to arti culate their own 
social and politi cal concerns. Starti ng from 
the ability to immerse themselves in the folds 
of daily life, veering between observati on 
and intuiti on, between refl ecti on, acti on and 
interacti on, their desire is to create metaphor, 
to produce a work with either a specifi c or a 
much more broad-based message.

The vehicle of identi ty par excellence, 
clothing makes it possible for arti sts to 
narrate the present, and also to explain a 
past that sti ll speaks to them. As Stuart Hall 
writes: ‘Cultural identi ty […] is a matt er of 
“becoming” as well as of “being”. It belongs 
to the future as much as to the past. It 
is not something which already exists, 
transcending place, ti me, history and culture. 
Cultural identi ti es come from somewhere, 

have histories. […] They undergo constant 
transformati on’ (‘Cultural Identi ty and 
Diaspora’, 1993).

Since individuals are not born with 
an identi ty pre-determined by their origins, 
but are constantly enriched by encounters 
and infl uences, cultures are themselves not 
closed and immutable: they are conti ngent 
and in a constant state of re-defi niti on. 
Every individual, every living cultural 
environment is constantly integrati ng new, 
foreign elements into its own form of life and 
its own expressive traditi on. Each cultural 
environment has a basic root, but at the same 
ti me is the product of relati onships. It evolves 
through the confl uence of diff erent strands, 
by contaminati on and strati fi cati on. This is 
so much more evident in our increasingly 
mobile and volati le, and ever more 
interconnected world. Today’s geopoliti cs is 
in fact characterised by complex dynamics, 
by interplanetary communicati on that gets 
progressively faster. A level of mobility that 
would in the past have been unthinkable 
now aff ects a growing number of people who 
have become globetrott ers, either by choice 
or necessity. There are also growing waves of 
migrants, forced to change conti nents by the 
need for survival or the hope of a bett er life. 
This fl uidity has injected vitality into the 
Old World, and also into countries pursuing 
new means of development. It also puts 
traditi onal lifestyles under pressure as it 
demands new types of social relati onships, 
a new politi cal and economic order and new 
symbolic and psychological atti  tudes. This 
situati on is demonstrated by, among others, 
Andreas Gursky, whose dispassionate gaze 
documents macro-phenomena linked to 
global fi nancial and economic power. One 
of his photographs shows the Kuwait Stock 
Exchange populated by men uniformly 
garbed in the traditi onal white thab and 
ghutrah: an expression of how rigidly codifi ed 
social roles interact with the new global 
systems.

So while our identi ti es are becoming 
more nomadic, the work of many of the 
arti sts who are taking part in this exhibiti on 
refl ects, in the most diverse ways, this 
character of the world, investi gati ng new 
forms of cultural strati fi cati on and of life in 
moti on. The Turkish arti st Handan Börütçene 
presents, in the form of a dress ‘woven with 
history’, a symbolic, diplomati c and also 
touristi c journey around the Mediterranean. 
Claudia Losi also uses the narrati ve power of 
dress, to tell the story of a clothing fabric that 
changes into the skin of a huge and seducti ve 
touring art work: a life-sized whale made of 
fabric, designed to travel the world eliciti ng 
encounters, stories and experiences. One 
of today’s major fashion designers, Antonio 
Marras, brings the fabric back to fashionable 
suits and jackets (Whale Suits, 2010). Those 
clothes will carry forever a memory of 
adventures and relati ons the whale collected 
during its journey.

Maria Papadimitriou follows the lives 
of the people who represent the essence of 
nomadic life, the Roma. She wishes to remove 
the sti gma from their image, and provide a 
much less stereotypical, more vital image. 
She achieves this with an object representi ng 
both clothing and habitat, and emphasises 
the extent to which the way we dress and the 
objects we surround ourselves with are laden 
with symbolic meaning linked to custom, 
traditi on and beliefs.

Azra Ak�amija views clothing and 
architecture as one, and creates a ti ny 
portable mosque that can be moulded to 
the human body. Our space is more and 
more compressed and formatt ed; we live in 
moti on, we bring everything with us. And, 
in relati on to architecture, the visionary 
project orientated towards the future is sti ll 
to emerge. It has to bring together all the 
disciplines connected with building – art, 
design and architecture.

The same idea is promoted by Mella 
Jaarsma: identi ty is not a place to go back to, but 

the culture and traditi ons you bring with you. 
In Jaarsma’s work this heritage literally becomes 
shelter and protecti on at the same ti me.

Although one of today’s most 
profound changes – the origin of which 
lies in global phenomena – is precisely its 
evident intercultural orientati on, the meeti ng 
of diff erences does not automati cally lead 
to a merging; it can also produce violent 
disequilibrium and breakdown which are 
far from salutary. The planetary order is 
riven with tensions and marked by intense 
contradicti ons. 

Many of the arti sts in this exhibiti on, 
aware of the current state of disturbance, feel 
the need to become acti ve protagonists in our 
world by expressing their positi on explicitly, 
by promoti ng the values they believe in. 
It is nothing new for clothes to be able to 
express the confl icts that rend the world: in 
1967 Martha Rosler used collage to create 
the powerful series Bringing the War Home. 
Produced during the peak of US military 
engagement in Vietnam and an extension of 
her anti -war acti viti es, Rosler explains that 
the photomontages were a response to her 
frustrati on with the television and print media 
images. These always represent pain and 
destructi on as distant phenomena, existi ng in 
an ‘elsewhere’ which does not belong to us 
and which we do not manage to feel. In her 
piece, grisly scenes of war are merged with 
images of fashion shows, made familiar to us 
by the mass media. These images thus enter 
our ‘front rooms’, rupturing the indiff erent 
calm of the daily routi ne, a shelter for our fi ne 
feelings, with their irritati ng incongruity.

Today, arti sts like the Palesti nian Sharif 
Waked directly confront the confl icts that 
ravage the world. Waked is well aware of the 
complexity of the situati on in the Middle East, 
and is also closely involved with the terrible 
fate his own people have to face. He sees 
art as a way of exorcising the anguish of a 
situati on from which it is not easy to escape. 
In creati ng a fashion collecti on he seizes the 
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opportunity for temporary deliverance from 
daily humiliati on.

Maja Bajevic, who, during the Balkan 
war, experienced a forced exile from her 
home in Sarajevo, wears the tragic story of 
her country literally sti tched to her back. Her 
body becomes a scale of measurement, a 
diagram and maps. Her powerfully emoti ve 
work is a refl ecti on on uprooti ng, trauma and 
loss, on the inalienable att achment people 
feel for their homeland.

Susie MacMurray describes a more 
personal trauma. With her spiky black dress 
Widow, she produces a refl ecti on on the 
physicality of emoti on. Other arti sts in the 
exhibiti on have, like Bajevic, had personal 
experience of displacement. Their work is an 
opportunity to refl ect on their own nomadic 
existence between cultures; they recount 
their relati onship with reality on the move, 
they give tangible form to the sensati ons of 
living astride borders and cultures, neither in 
nor out, or both inside and outside. They also 
display the richly furnished minds of cultural 
ambassadors, from diverse backgrounds and 
with diff erent approaches.

The narrati ve potenti al of clothing 
also allows them to demonstrate the 
way the global order is not born of equal 
parti cipati on by all cultures, nor does it 
necessarily promote the development of a 
more equitable world. Through their work, 
Yinka Shonibare and Meschac Gaba speak 
of the sti ll evident post-colonial situati on of 
the African conti nent, and aim to dismantle 
every preconcepti on of historical and cultural 
identi ty. Gaba uses braids, traditi onally 
employed by African women for their 
hairstyles, to make wig-sculptures that recall 
the forms of architectural masterpieces 
of Western culture, such as the World 
Financial Center or the Chrysler Building. 
Shonibare questi ons the meaning of cultural 
and nati onal defi niti ons. To achieve this he 
employs brightly coloured, iconic ‘African’ 
fabrics – in fact, four-colour Dutch wax-

printed cott on. He transposes this on to 
historical eighteenth/nineteenth-century 
dress styles and contemporary items of 
clothing.

Although European by birth, Alicia 
Framis has spent a lot of ti me in China 
and her work is based on the commercial 
phenomenon ‘Made in China’. It also touches 
on the rhetorical content of an object, which 
concentrates meaning: the nati onal fl ag, in 
this case the Chinese fl ag. 100 Ways to Wear 
a Flag consists of a collecti on of women's 
clothing made by a series of designers from 
copies of the fl ag. The asserti vely ‘masculine’ 
character of the fl ag is overturned in order for 
it to adapt to the female form.

All these works bear a strong 
resemblance to stage sets in which clothing is 
the leading actor. Thanks to its immediacy and 
eff ecti veness in representi ng meaning and 
communicati ng roles, clothing in fact plays 
a major part in collecti ve ritual, but it can 
also be a sign of belonging, even of extreme 
standardisati on.

Although concealing diff erence can 
encourage equality, a uniform serves mainly 
to represent rules and authority in its most 
conservati ve sense, as well as repression. 
Clothing directly sancti ons hierarchies and 
social codes, and is essenti al in legiti mising 
parti cular cultures and religious rites. It can be 
solemn and formal, it can become standard 
or corporate clothing or uniform, the codifi ed 
clothing par excellence. As a sign of belonging 
to a parti cular group, a uniform labels and 
defi nes. It expresses the subject as endowed 
with one dimension. Oft en linked to the need 
for, and the expression of power, a uniform 
means being part of a group and accepti ng its 
rules (and even feeling lost without it).

Imbued with signifi cance as it is, a 
uniform can discard functi onality in favour of 
recognisability. Arti sts such as Gillian Wearing 
RA describe this in their work. Wearing shows 
how the uniform’s ability to create uniformity 
can be undermined by the lightest touch of 

wit, or by sudden evidence of life. In Gabriele 
Di Matt eo’s History Stripped Bare (shown on 
these pages), he demonstrates the way we 
meti culously disguise ourselves, providing the 
‘behind-the-scenes’ view as well. By stripping 
history of its adornments, he produces a 
tapestry of human life which acts as a salutary 
anti -rhetorical counterpart to offi  cial History. 
He sati rises the trappings of power, and shows 
just how vainglorious history books can be. 
He illustrates the deliberate manipulati on 
inherent in what we call ‘history’, and the 
extent to which we judge by what we see: a 
tendency that concerns not only history, but 
also our daily lives. That’s exactly what the 
arti st Nasan Tur says, through his work Human 
Behaviours. This is a multi ple slideshow 
with hundreds of pictures of passers-by 
taken in diff erent European citi es, rigorously 
organised into categories. We live constantly 
under the watchful eye of the CCTV camera, 
individuals with bar codes whose every move 
is monitored. We are used to being labelled, 
pigeonholed forever on the strength of 
superfi cial stereotypes, with the result that we 
end up keeping tabs on each other, defi ning, 
equati ng and disti nguishing, giving rise to 
phenomena of social inclusion and exclusion 
based on parameters fi xed at random. All 
Tur does is to take this tendency to an ironic 
extreme, organising his collecti on on the basis 
of atti  tudes that are in no way excepti onal, 
that are indeed hackneyed and commonplace. 
But, paradoxically, it is precisely the absolute 
ordinariness of the portraits he has catalogued 
that allows the variegated diversity of our 
everyday universe to emerge. 

Fashion designers such as Yohji 
Yamamoto and Marti n Margiela (La 
Maison Marti n Margiela) also reject the 
grandiloquent. Their unasserti ve collecti ons 
favour minimalist rigour, with a tendency 
towards deconstructi on and a glance towards 
the transitory. Margiela’s series (9/4/1615) is 
a genuine memento mori, a tribute to death 
and renewal.

The striking Kimono Memories of 
Hiroshima by Marie-Ange Guilleminot 
represents a catharti c journey backwards in 
ti me and history, to the tragedy of Hiroshima 
and beyond. Traditi on, memory, healing and 
the very personal all occupy her work, which 
always has clothing at its epicentre. It consists 
parti cularly of att ributi ng a new status to 
an item: a cheap, everyday object, such as 
ti ghts, can be manipulated and can allow 
new, valuable functi ons to combine. This 
is connected with the idea that life should 
involve less reckless frenzy and waste, and the 
future should be more sustainable. Ecology, 
sustainable development and urban life: 
politi cally engaged arti sts have been exploring 
these themes for years. In the 1970s, Vito 
Acconci, one of the towering fi gures in the 
art of today, created an important piece on 
the subject of the body as disputed between 
the public and the private spheres. In our 
overcrowded world, the body someti mes 
yearns for its own space – an inti mate, 
portable area, a refuge in ti me of need. 
Acconci Studio’s Umbruffl  a evolved from this 
idea: a useful object, a wearable umbrella 
that becomes a space in which to hide.

The evidence of a crisis in the 
traditi onal relati onship between humanity 
and the environment brings with it wide-
ranging considerati ons on the need to 
husband the resources provided us by nature. 
The projects of many arti sts and fashion 
designers express a sense of responsibility, 
att enti veness to society and a quest for social 
development and ‘ecological healing’.

These arti sts promote a new solicitude 
towards the world in which we live, a more 
responsible atti  tude to life. This atti  tude 
must manifest itself in changes to the 
patt ern of our daily lives; acti viti es should 
meet individual needs without abdicati ng 
responsibility for the planet. The style of life 
proposed would be quieter, more equitable, 
more sustainable. We need only to think of 
Helen Storey. Her dissolvable dress series 
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sets off  an organic process with the aim of 
fi nding new ways of integrati ng our needs 
into a natural cycle. Or Andrea Zitt el, who 
imagines a society based on suffi  ciency rather 
than on the need for abundance, on a light, 
transparent economy, on ecological science 
in which micro and macro are one; the 
individual and the environment and all things 
are organically linked. Zitt el makes her own 
clothes and maintains that care for oneself 
and the environment is a way of guaranteeing 
the survival of the planet. One should never 
be moti vated by outside infl uences: the 
tasks of planning, choosing and deciding 
belong to us. This is a way of taking over the 
management of one’s own life, of giving it 
meaning and pointi ng it in the right directi on.

In Carapace: Triptych, The Butcher’s 
Window, Dai Rees also discusses our 
relati onship with the world, and speaks of 
intelligence and sensiti vity, but also death and 
trauma in a disti nctly uncomfortable way. 

Questi ons are more crucial and replies 
more urgent when everything takes place 
in urban surroundings, where life can be 
more complex and the impati ent rhythms of 
contemporary living pulsate so insistently. The 
comparison between haves and have nots 
is sharper in the city, the close encounters 
between individuals and culture can be more 
stressful. Not only that: the city is the prime 

setti  ng for the performance that is daily life, 
and the performati ve aspect of clothes and 
fashion gives shape to our way of relati ng 
to reality. It is a kind of theatre of life, in 
which representati on is not the opposite of 
substance but exists alongside it. The scene 
of this spontaneous performance could be 
a modest barber’s shop near the stati on 
in a large town, as in the work of Marcello 
Maloberti . Here, in a locati on regarded in 
Mediterranean countries as a classic meeti ng 
place, specifi c beauty codes gain meaning 
and importance, and a brilliant red apron can 
become a king’s cloak.

It could be an area of Mumbai in 
India, where Kimsooja fi lmed her Encounter 
– Looking into Sewing, located in the part of 
town where fabrics for Western consumers 
are made. A slice of everyday life, but also an 
involving setti  ng for one of the most crucial 
phenomenons of current global dynamics. 
Other arti sts, for example Katerina Šedá, 
show the way clothing helps establish man 
within his urban geography, in a specifi c social 
and relati onal environment. Lucy Orta may be 
considered an arti st who, with thoroughness 
and conti nuity, and great wisdom, has 
managed to analyse clothing in all its forms, 
meanings and functi ons. Since the late 1980s 
Orta has adopted clothing as a reference 
point in an oeuvre which aims to steer the 

world in the directi on of greater social and 
environmental sustainability. All her work 
is ti nged by her generati ve approach. She 
marries art’s anti -instrumental urges with a 
constructi ve thrust, ideas with organisati onal 
eff ort, seeing in art’s imaginati ve energy 
an eff ecti ve means of relati ng to concrete 
reality. Every piece is an opportunity to give 
shape to metaphor, but also a means of 
communicati ng ways of transforming the 
current cultural models. From mobility to 
food, to habitat, all aspects of life are close to 
Orta's heart and no project is too daunti ng to 
undertake.

Clothing can inform us about a 
diff erent, more post-modern (and now 
possibly prevailing) kind of performance 
in which doing and saying, appearing and 
acti ng all combine to produce a kind of 
communicati on in which the abstract and 
the concrete converge. Grayson Perry with 
his Arti st’s Robe, and Hussein Chalayan in his 
sensiti ve version of bunraku, ‘Son’ of Sonzai 
Suru, present this new kind of performance 
with its existenti al reading of ‘the mask’. 
Costume, like-life with added life, emphasises, 
amplifi es and empowers.

Clothing can also lend itself to 
dangerous games that lead to an incorrect 
percepti on of the ‘other’ and even of 
ourselves. Too oft en we perceive ourselves in 

the way we are considered, rather than who 
we really are. The judgment of others plants 
an idea in the mind which may or may not be 
accurate, but which fi nally we assimilate. 

The arti st’s personal gaze can be an 
anti dote to stereotyping and generalisati on. It 
can dispel mysti fi cati on and ideas that are not 
thought through, ideas that are inherited and 
assumed to be true. It can contribute to the 
re-emergence of the originality we all possess. 
We must understand it as a cluster of possible 
routes rather than a conti nuous line, as a 
fl uid, chequered, open, uncertain, variable 
progress which provides pleasure, yes, but 
requires serious att enti on and a painstaking 
assessment of our own lifespan. Clothing is a 
countermeasure to the sterility of materials, 
to the arrogant perfecti on of aestheti c form 
that exists in every human endeavour. Into 
clothing is transposed the complex, strati fi ed 
and changeable relati onship between 
personal experience and collecti ve memory, 
between an intensely-lived past, minus 
nostalgia, and the future. The relati ve nature 
of certainty and outcome encourages us to 
wander through the future, to look forward, 
to make plans that are not simply mindless 
affi  rmati on, but are a vital sweepstake about 
what is going to happen. You have to dream 
of growth to be able to grow.
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That fashion and clothing play with identi ty 
has become taken for granted in everyday 
life. Make-over television shows perpetuate 
the idea that what you wear really matt ers 
to how people ‘read’ us, and ordinary 
conversati ons about dress may focus on the 
clothing worn by others and ponder over their 
meanings (‘How could she wear that? What 
was she thinking?’). Clothing is imbued with 
meaning and thought to reveal something 
of the self, whether we like it or not. The 
everyday garments brought together in the 
privacy of our bedroom might be put on with 
conscious, deliberate or creati ve intenti on to 
signify some message about the self –‘I am a 
professional woman/business man/rebellious 
teenager/Mod or Skater/devout Muslim’ 
etc – or it might be the subject of intense 
private anxiety, especially if the wearer is to 
face an imagined criti cal audience, a new 
employer, for example. Some may, of course, 
bypass this altogether, scraping off  the fl oor 
in an absentminded way the clothes worn 
the previous day, the wearer too busy or 
too unconcerned to give appearance any 
considerati on. Yet, however unconscious, 
the wearer may sti ll be read through these 
choices. While clothing ‘messages’ are 
opaque and open to misunderstanding, there 
is a common belief that clothing ‘speaks’ of 
identi ty. 

There is a contradicti on here, however. 
Modern dress is largely defi ned as fashionable 
dress, that is, dress that is changed regularly 
and systemically by a fashion system. This 
constant fl ux highlights the oft en superfi cial 
nature of our outward apparel. During one 
season, fashion might be all about girlish 

Fashion, Clothing 
and Identi ty: 
A modern contradicti on
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prints and youthful playfulness, the next 
it may proclaim a ‘womanly’ style and 
the ‘return of grown-up clothes’, unti l the 
pendulum swings back again. The fashion 
world – that world of illusion and glamour 
defi ned by designers, stylists and journalists 
– turns on this constant change. Consciously 
or unconsciously, everyone who plays this 
fashion game knows that the ‘truth’ of 
identi ty is never fi xed or secure. However 
much the new styles are heralded, and 
however confi dent the proclamati ons are, 
everyone knows that fashions will keep on 
changing, someti mes evolving out of previous 
styles, someti mes in a radical backlash 
against them. We are invited – by designers, 
by journalists, by the stores themselves – to 
play this game of fashion and perform our 
identi ty through our choices of dress. Yet 
despite our knowledge of this game, and an 
awareness that clothes can conceal as much 
as they reveal – that they are superfi cial and 
temporally changing – this urge to try to 
secure identi ti es through dress remains. We 
sti ll want, and hope, to read others through 
their clothes. 

There are many things we can learn 
about others through the way in which they 
dress. Gender is the most obvious identi ty 
marker that is arti culated through clothes, 
from the very earliest clothes coded blue or 
pink, to parti cular garments – skirts being the 
obvious marker of ‘femininity’, at least within 
the West. Early feminist att empts to challenge 
the oppressive nature of this gender regime, 
or at least point to its arti fi ce, tend to fall on 
deaf ears: the ‘is it a boy or a girl?’ enquiry 
demands a clear answer, and the easiest way 
to provide this is through clearly defi ned 
gendered dress. These markers of gender are 
arbitrary: while in the West it is pink for a girl 
and blue for a boy, not long ago the reverse 
was true; since pink is derived from red it was 
considered the ‘stronger’, more ‘defi niti ve’ 
colour. ‘If you like the colour note on the 
litt le one’s garments, use pink for the boy 
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and blue for the girl, if you are a follower of 
conventi on,’ proclaimed The Sunday Senti nal 
on 29 March 1914. Att empts to bypass this 
identi ty system and raise children ‘gender 
neutral’ – by some parents in Scandinavia 
for example, as recently reported in the UK 
press – are almost certainly bound to fail. The 
regime is too all-encompassing, too prevalent 
for any individual to fi ght, and one would 
expect that the children themselves will most 
likely demand to fi t into one or other category 
once they acquire language and thus become 
aware of gender. 

This point touches on something 
criti cal: that social structures and infl uences 
are key to understanding dress. Humans are 
social beings who share common language 
and values that arti culate group membership. 
We are not atomised individuals but members 
of communiti es, and clothing signals our 
belonging. Indeed, this simple fact is a source 
of much academic interest, oft en focusing 
att enti on on clothing as part of the status 
system. Early writers on fashion and dress, 
such as sociologists Thorstein Veblen and 
Georg Simmel, att empted to explain the ways 
in which clothes might signify membership 
to identi fi able classes or communiti es. In his 
work on the emerging peti te bourgeoisies 
in America at the end of the nineteenth 
century, Veblen pointed to the way in 
which this class used specifi cally female 
fashion as a tool to arti culate their wealth or 
pecuniary positi on in their competi ti on with 
established élites. His argument that this 
status competi ti on, which demanded women 
to become ‘exquisite slaves’ and wear the 
most elaborate fashions of the day, has long 
since been challenged, but it remains a potent 
theory all the same. Simmel’s sociology 
in the early part of the twenti eth century 
provides a more sophisti cated analysis of the 
role played by clothes, especially fashion in 
modern societi es. These societi es, he argued, 
exhibit the dual and contradictory tendency 
towards both unity and diff erenti ati on, and 

modern fashion exemplifi es this. ‘Fashion is 
the imitati on of a given example and sati sfi es 
the demand for social adaptati on [...] At the 
same ti me it sati sfi es in no less degree the 
need of diff erenti ati on, the tendency towards 
dissimilarity’. In other words, we signal that 
we belong by wearing the dominant fashions 
of the day and thus look similar to our 
contemporaries, but we want to be seen as 
individuals as well. His analysis also off ers an 
explanati on as to why fashions change when 
he argues that ‘fashions diff er for diff erent 
classes – the fashions of the upper stratum 
of society are never identi cal with those of 
the lower; in fact, they are abandoned by 
the former as soon as the latt er prepares to 
appropriate them.’ So although fashion may 
start out being worn by an élite minority 
to assert their diff erence, this diff erence 
diminishes as fashions get widely adopted, 
and thus the fashionable set move on to 
another style. Depending on your viewpoint, 
Simmel’s ‘trickle down’ model has been 
largely dismissed as too simplisti c, or 
dispelled altogether with the arrival of 
mass fashion in the mid-twenti eth century 
that allowed the faster dispersal of 
fashionable clothes, and a powerful media 
that disseminated fashion images to a 
wider populati on. Whatever the problems, 
Simmel’s explanatory framework forcefully 
demonstrates how fashion has been viewed 
as a marker of diff erence.

Alongside gender and class, other 
elements of identi ty may be proclaimed or 
performed through dress, religion being the 
obvious one. Of all the signifi ers of religious 
affi  liati on – cassocks, dog collars, nuns’ habits 
– perhaps the most potent one in recent years 
has been the hijab, currently a focal point in 
France following the Government’s law to ban 
it. This debate, and the law that provoked it, 
demonstrates clearly the way in which clothes 
can arti culate (some) components of identi ty 
and, in doing so, mark out diff erence. Such 
diff erences – Muslim/non-Muslim – are, of 

course, highly politi cal. Clothes can and do 
arti culate who belongs to a community, and 
who is outside or excluded from it. For some, 
especially minority groups, this diff erence 
is to be celebrated, while for others – in 
this case about 70 per cent of the French 
populati on – it is a politi cal problem; and the 
markers that signify diff erence, such as the 
veil, are thought to segregate not integrate. 
Whether the ban allows for more integrati on 
or the sti gmati sati on of a Muslims in France 
remains to be seen, but this parti cular 
case study highlights how the boundaries 
of the body are, quite literally, symbolic of 
other potent boundaries of belonging and 
community.

Representati ons of the body in art have 
long lingered on the apparel we use to dress 
it, and no discussion of clothing and identi ty 
can fail to acknowledge their importance. 
Further, these representati ons in part 
construct identi ti es; indeed, representati ons 
in art tell a tale of the power. While we have 
scant material on the everyday dress worn by 
ordinary people in history, the portraits we 
have of kings and queens in their fi nery testi fy 
to the grandeur of fashionable courtly dress 
while simultaneously illustrati ng positi on. For 
example, Holbein’s painti ngs of King Henry 
XIII and the Armada portrait of Elizabeth I 
illustrate how dress was used to symbolically 
arti culate power in Tudor ti mes: the volumes 
of space created around the body transform 
it into something super-human, while the 
extravagant decorati on and ornamentati on 
arti culate wealth unimaginable in its day. The 
painti ngs themselves are representati ons 
produced for the very purpose of proclaiming 
power, status and the supreme identi ty of the 
monarch. In other words, fashion is a way of 
representi ng the self that is itself constantly 
represented – through art and media images. 
We can further explore the connecti ons 
between clothing and identi ty both 
anthropologically and historically, as well as 
through the ordinary ways in which clothing is 

uti lised as part of the everyday performances 
of self. Starti ng with the anthropological 
perspecti ve, there is overwhelming 
evidence to show that humans use symbols 
to communicate meaning, whether it be 
through language, clothing or other material 
objects. Early anthropological evidence and 
contemporary accounts all demonstrate that 
the human body is never left  enti rely ‘naked’, 
but is always ‘dressed’ in some way, using 
available materials to cover, adorn, decorate 
or modify the body’s appearance.

Traditi onal societi es tend to have more 
stable systems of clothing that demarcate 
community and membership and one’s place 
within the hierarchy. This was once the case 
in Western societi es as well, when dress was 
more clearly coded in terms of class positi on; 
the butcher, the baker (and the candlesti ck 
maker) all had some sort of ‘uniform’ that 
was clearly understood, and later, as we 
move through the nineteenth century, the 
arrival of suits and bowler hats demarcated a 
new middle class from the manual labourer 

Women in a hijab, Sururi, 
Istanbul 2007. Photograph 
by David Lisbona 
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in overalls. What arguably begins to set 
traditi onal and modern societi es apart is the 
emerging infl uence of a fashion system in the 
West that begins to make regular changes 
of clothing the norm. It has been oft en 
pointed out by some dress historians and 
anthropologists that the regular pendulum 
swings of fashion in the West are not found 
in those societi es where traditi ons of dress 
are slower to alter, although not unchanging. 
However, this alone is not enough to set 
modern dress apart from traditi onal clothing 
systems. Indeed, no such clear separati on 
exists today when so called ‘traditi onal’ 
societi es now increasingly have access to 
Western ideology and fashion, and global 
migrati on has mixed it up sti ll further, so 
that in the West traditi onal dress co-exists 
alongside the fashion system. Perhaps what 
sets modern dress apart from that found 
in traditi onal communiti es is arguably the 
parti cular emphasis placed on the idea of 
individuality and the need to ‘express’ the 
self or one’s individuality over and above all 
else. Indeed, the call to ‘be an individual’ and 
to ‘express yourself’ are among the founding 
principles of modernity. Thus, in contrast 
to many traditi onal societi es where social 
standing or community might be prioriti sed, 
in modern, Western societi es the idea of the 
‘individual’ has become the dominant way to 
understand identi ty and, through parti cular 
historical developments, it comes to be 
connected to appearance. 

The emergence of this version of 
identi ty – as a disti nct historical formati on 
– has been well documented by historians; 
for example, Norbert Elias’s analysis of 
‘individualisati on’ occurring alongside the 
‘civilising process’ in Western Europe analyses 
the emergence of the idea of the unique 
individual located in a physically separate 
body; the pre-modern idea of identi ty 
didn’t place emphasis on individual bodies 
in this way. This story is further developed 
in Richard Sennett ’s account of ‘the fall of 

public man’ which examines the historical 
forces that produced our modern obsession 
with the authenti c, self-contained and 
autonomous self. His analysis of eighteenth- 
and nineteenth-century accounts of identi ty 
shows the emergence of our modern 
connecti on between outward appearance 
and inward identi ty that led to a psychological 
version of identi ty. 

Describing the elaborate and 
extravagant dress of the élite in the 
eighteenth century, Sennett  argues that 
the body was read not as an indicator of 
some inner self or identi ty, but as a place for 
performance in public. In other words, the 
dress worn in public at this ti me was all about 
arti fi ce and display, rather than an indicator 
of any interior reality of the person beneath. 
Indeed, this idea of self as an interior realm 
only began to take hold in the nineteenth 
century with the celebrati on of ‘authenti city’, 
which related exterior appearance to 
some imagined interior essence. The twin 
infl uences of nineteenth-century Romanti cism 
and entrepreneurial capitalism, which were 
developing at the same ti me in protestant 
countries such as the United Kingdom and 
the US, are largely responsible for this 
psychological reading of the self, a point 
further underscored by the development 
of psychoanalysis towards the end of the 
century. Romanti cism placed an increasing 
emphasis upon the self as a psychological 
reality that could – and should – be examined 
and expressed, while capitalism and the ‘self-
made man’ became a nineteenth-century 
archetype. Under the terms of these historical 
developments, the idea that identi ty could be 
read from the surface grew, and with it the 
idea that we can know the other from reading 
their bodies and their dress. This is not to say 
that identi ty is ‘authenti c’ and that it should 
be understood and read from appearance, 
just that it comes to be understood in 
these terms under very parti cular historic 
developments. By the late nineteenth century, 

a plethora of physiognomic discourses had 
emerged that claimed to read the true 
essence of self from various aspects of the 
exterior body, with psychological crime 
novels, such as those featuring Sherlock 
Holmes, developing it further. That said, the 
idea that ‘appearances can be deceiving’  – 
the fl ipside of this modern incarnati on of the 
self – was to become another common theme 
in the nineteenth century.

The archetypal fi gure at this ti me to 
demonstrate this careful constructi on of self 
through appearance is the dandy. Although 
this historical fi gure can be traced back 
much further – to Regency Britain and the 
colourful character of Beau Brummell – the 
dandy develops into the most modern of 
male fi gures in the mid- nineteenth century, 
dressed carefully in plain and simple dark 
apparel that gets taken up in the form 
of the three-piece business suit by the 
newly emerging industrial capitalists and 
offi  ce workers by the end of the century. 
Baudelaire’s depicti on of this paired-down 
simplicity of dress in The Painter of Modern 
Life captures the style eloquently: 

‘Contrary to what a lot of thoughtless 
people seem to believe, dandyism is not 
even an excessive delight in clothes and 
material elegance. For the perfect dandy, 
these things are no more than the symbol 
of the aristocrati c superiority of his mind. 
Thus, in his eyes, enamored as he is above all 
of disti ncti on, perfecti on in dress consists in 
absolute simplicity, which is, indeed, the best 
way of being disti nguished.’ 

Here we see how the self is expressed 
and disti nguished through dress, which 
becomes the mark of the unique, modern 
individual. We thus arrive at the contradicti on 
at the heart of our modern connecti ons 
between identi ty and clothing, dress and 
fashion: we are called upon to read 
identi ty from dress, but we also know that 
the exterior might not always be read as 
truthful.

This history of the self and the 
ideas we have inherited about identi ty and 
appearance develop in a diff erent directi on as 
we move through the twenti eth century. The 
self begins to be gradually ‘deconstructed’, 
fi rst by Freudian psychoanalysis and later by 
postmodernism. If psychoanalysis challenged 
the Western view of the unconscious, 
describing it as completely unifi ed and in 
control of meaning, postmodernism further 
unravelled our certainti es about identi ty by 
demonstrati ng the arbitrary nature of the 
signifi ers we use to arti culate identi ty. With 
postmodernism, the modern obsession with 
identi ty moves in the opposite directi on: 
instead of authenti city, postmodernism 
emphasises identi ty as playful and depthless. 
For postmodernists, fashion, as the dominant 
dress system in the West, takes a central 
role in the play of signs. As a system of 
dress, its totally arbitrary swings make 
available a whole range of diff erent styles 

Gaspard-Félix Tournachon 
(1820–1910), Charles 
Baudelaire, 1855.
Cabinet card, albumen 
print, mounted on card 
bearing studio stamp
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that consumers can choose to wear, in what 
anthropologist Ted Polhemus called ‘the 
supermarket of style’. Identi ty, under the 
terms of postmodernism, is up for grabs, 
something we can play with, and surface 
becomes the new depth. 

Whatever the postmodernists say 
about dress and identi ty, and however 
unstable the meanings of our clothes, we do 
not have free reign over our dress, and our 
identi ty may not be so freely chosen either. 
The social nature of dress determines many 
of the clothes we can choose to wear. For 
one thing, the fashion system, made up of 
many diff erent individual and groups, can only 
make available some choices and not others, 
thereby limiti ng the signs we can play with. 
Further, we dress for diff erent occasions, each 
of them with parti cular ‘rules’ that may or 
may not be explicit. We are advised to wear 
black for most funerals and avoid white for 
weddings (unless we are the bride of course); 

we would not wear a bikini to the offi  ce 
or a raincoat to go swimming. Our choices 
are never enti rely free. Our dress is almost 
always contextual – ti me and place play their 
role in how clothing is interpreted and our 
clothing is always shaped by the prevailing 
social conventi ons. Returning to the business 
man dressed in a suit and ti e, such garb now 
arti culates ‘business’ because of a certain 
confi gurati on of historical developments in 
the West, going back as far as the nineteenth-
century dandies, who came to express 
the restraint and professional demeanour 
necessary to conduct business in the world of 
work. Yet, while this conventi on has become a 
global one, it is not without its local accents: 
in Bermuda, knee-length shorts are worn with 
jackets and ti es in a combinati on that would 
be laughed at in Wall Street or the Square 
Mile! 

Conclusion
Identi ty is a modern obsession, and fashion 
and clothing have become a parti cularly 
modern way to arti culate components of 
it. However, there is no straightf orward 
relati onship between them. Western 
individualism may att empt to assert some 
global dominance, as part of an ideology of 
the self as centered, unique, ‘authenti c’ and 
capable of expressing itself, but it is not the 
only model of identi ty (and nor has it been 
historically) and the fashion system is not 
the only system to make claims to dress the 
self. Fashion and dress have been linked to 
identi ty in many diff erent ways, and many 
groups att empt to control fashion and dress 
as a way of asserti ng identi ty, such as religious 
or ethnic membership. Increasingly, in a 
globalised world, these diff erent identi ty 
and dress systems come into confl ict, as is 
currently happening in France (and other 
Western countries) with the banning of the 

veil. Here, the clash is arti culated as one 
of secularism over religious practi ces, but 
the fact that the focal point is an item of 
dress only underlines the highly potent and 
increasingly politi cised nature of dress and 
identi ty in contemporary society. 

No wonder clothing and fashion 
have been a focus for arti sti c practi ce. It 
seems hardly surprising that arti sts have 
been fascinated with the role of clothing 
in communicati on, especially in the light 
of our current obsession with appearance, 
sti mulated by an ever-widening media arena 
which heightens our awareness of how we 
look. If nothing else, arti sti c practi ce can 
help to highlight these complex issues and 
arti culate the very diff erent ways in which 
identi ty might be linked to fashion and dress. 
The exhibiti on ‘Aware: Art Fashion Identi ty’ 
makes a signifi cant interventi on into these 
debates. 
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‘GSK Contemporary – Aware: Art Fashion 
Identi ty’ has evolved out of a deep necessity 
to expand the defi niti on and role that clothing 
plays within our society. It has taken almost 
twenty years of questi oning and research (and 
a lot of frustrati on) fi nally to bring together 
a series of fellow arti sts and designers who 
share the same dedicati on to agitati ng 
the defi niti on of fashion and demonstrate 
that clothing is a powerful instrument for 
communicati on that we have a tendency to 
choose, use and discard too arbitrarily.

The questi ons I began posing were 
generated by an uncomfortable doubt in 
my successful career as a young fashion 
designer and, not withstanding, linked 
directly to the economic decline throughout 
the early 1990s. The fi rst Gulf War, followed 

Questi oning Identi ty
�� L��� O���

swift ly by a stock market crash as well as 
mass unemployment leading to general 
social unrest, stood in stark contrast to the 
superfl uous fashion we had been observing 
in the extravagant catwalk shows. Along with 
a group of similarly disheartened designers 
I began searching for alternati ve means of 
expressing the deep changes that were taking 
place in society. Our focus for redefi ning the 
role of clothing was directed towards basic 
needs, such as protecti on, survival shelter 
and cocooning: some examples that come to 
mind are the Final Home by Kosuke Tsumura 
for Issey Miyake, which are parkas stuff ed 
with newspaper for heat conservati on, 
Vexed Generati on’s muffl  ed jackets and C.P. 
Company’s transformable shelters.

I began spending less ti me in the 
Parisian couture houses fi tti  ng beauti ful 
models with exquisite dresses, and more 
ti me in my partner’s arti st-studio, sketching 
Utopian responses to these fundamental 
needs. Among some of these early drawings 
we fi nd the Habitent, a domed tent that 
converts in a matt er of seconds into a 
waterproof cape; Ambulatory Survival Sac, 

Lucy Orta, Refuge Wear – 
Habitent, 1992.
Aluminium-coated 
polyamide, polar fl eece, 
telescopic aluminium 
poles, whistle, lantern,
125 x 125 x 125 cm
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a sleeping bag that divides into two parts – 
a jacket and rucksack; and Mobile Cocoon, 
refl ecti ng on basic survival strategies such 
as mobility, warmth, protecti on from harsh 
elements – refuge from an increasing alien 
and hosti le society. Not having much success 
with these proposals within the fashion 
world, I gravitated closer to the Parisian 
contemporary art scene, and my ‘prototype’ 
Refuge Wear sculptures were immediately 
exhibited to much acclaim in a number 
of venues, including the Galerie Anne de 
Villepoix (1992), the ‘Art: Foncion Sociale!’ 
(Art: Social Functi on!), which was held inside 
Le Corbusier’s Cité de Refuge Salvati on Army 
homeless hostel (1993), and ‘Ateliers 94’ at 
the Modern Art Museum Paris (1994). 

Around the same ti me a young avant-
garde fashion scene was emerging from 
Holland and Belgium, diverti ng att enti on 
away from the élite Parisian couture. These 

designers presented their work in non-
traditi onal catwalk venues in Paris and 
coincidently Marti n Margiela at Le Cité de 
Refuge (1992) and Victor and Rolf in the 
Modern Art Museum (1994). Within this 
truly exciti ng design context my practi ce 
as a contemporary visual arti st was to 
develop out of frustrati on at the established 
system – staging an impromptu Refuge Wear 
Interventi on (demonstrati on) outside the 
entrance to the Carré du Louvre catwalk 
shows and some abandoned squats around 
Paris simultaneously – into a longer and 
deeper enquiry into the communicati ve 
aspects of clothing that refl ected on noti ons 
of visibility/invisibility; the role fashion plays 
in the constructi on of individual and collecti ve 
identi ti es; and how we can harness the 
power that clothing exhorts on us through its 
extreme diversity and universality in ways that 
can alter our daily acti ons or even, perhaps, 

change society. In this short introducti on to 
such a vast and fascinati ng subject I would 
like to touch upon some of the themes which 
merit special att enti on. 

You may wonder how clothes can make 
us think diff erently about society and how 
fashion can possibly transform lives. Perhaps 
these two examples can inform us. 

Andrea Zitt el is an arti st who has 
devised a large body of her work around the 
functi on her clothing plays within her life, 
right down to daily chores such as cleaning 
and cooking. She creates a garment for each 
occasion so the shape and the materials 
are carefully considered using handcraft ed 
and traditi onal methods to construct each 
one. A garment is literally spun directly from 
the wool on the sheep’s back, felted and 
moulded into the shape of a dress. The dress 
is not just a dress, nor is it just an apron! It’s 
a holisti c view on life and presents a special 
considerati on for sustainable living. It could 
be described as a total manifestati on of life = 
creati vity, and thus emanates beauti fully from 
the theories of Joseph Beuys. 

The Identi ty + Refuge workshop I 
organised in 1995 with residents from the 
Salvati on Army hostel in Paris demonstrates 
how fashion plays an important role in re-
assuming an identi ty within society, aft er 
circumstances may have resulted in its loss 
or deprivati on. What began life as a simple 
customisati on project – whereby we altered 
and arranged the second-hand garments 
distributed to each of the residents arriving 
in the shelter – evolved into a truly visionary 
couture project. Using basic transformati on 
techniques, the residents designed and 

created an innovati ve collecti on of women’s 
wear, which developed their creati ve 
skills, built confi dence and reconstructed a 
psychology through the therapy of creati ng. 
On seeing the designs emerge from the 
makeshift  cutti  ng room we had sequestered 
in the laundry room of the Salvati on Army, 
more members of the hostel became involved 
and together we were able to renovate all 
kinds of discarded items of furniture, lamps 
and household objects. These formed the 
backdrop to a catwalk show staged during 
Paris Fashion Week, to the acclaim of many 
journalists. These kinds of sustainable fashion 
initi ati ves are more and more frequent, some 
with great long-term benefi ts, such as the 
social enterprise Fine Cell Work which helps 
to rehabilitate prisoners by giving them the 
opportunity to earn and save money as well 
as the chance to rebuild their lives through 
craft  and achievement. 

Lucy Orta, Refuge Wear 
City Interventi ons, 1993–8.
Original Lambda colour 
photographs, 200 x 290 cm

Lucy Orta, Identi ty + 
Refuge, 1995–6.
Workshop and catwalk at 
Le Cité de Refuge, Salvati on 
Army Paris and New York
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In the work of arti sts such as 
Kimsooja, Andreas Gursky, Yinka Shonibare 
and Azra Ak�amija, our understanding 
of clothes as markers of social/group 
diff erences or manifestati ons of individual 
pseudo-diff erences are challenged. In 
Claudia Losi’s Balena Project, or my ongoing 
Nexus Architecture, clothing becomes the 
medium through which social links and 
bonds are made manifest, both literally and 
metaphorically. The links of zippers and 
channels, while enhancing the uniformity of 
the workers’ overalls, create androgynous 
shapes that defy classifi cati on by the usual 
social markers and att empt to give form 
to the social, not the individual body. As 
fashion sociologist Dr Joanne Entwistle states: 
‘Instead of diff erences, we are off ered a 
powerful vision of possible, momentary 
collecti ves or networks of being whose 
connecti ons are rendered visible and

visceral in ti me and space.’1 
One of my deep preoccupati ons has 

been the relati onship between clothing and 
communicati on. In the nineteenth century 
iti nerant salesmen wore their numerous 
goods in sculptural forms: accumulati ons of 
brooms or baskets were piled into reeling 
towers, not dissimilar to the work of Mella 
Jaarsma. Even today, the sandwich men 
along Oxford Street wear their adverti sing 
boards enti cing us to visit Sushi bars or yet 
another cell phone outlet. But text messages 
on clothing can be of a diff erent nature; in 
some cases it can be disturbing, att racti ng 
us inexorably (just as packaging att racts 
customers) towards problems that are 
conti nually avoided by this consumer society. 
Philosopher and urban theorist Paul Virilio 
has remarked on the ‘propheti c dimension’ 
of Refuge Wear and Nexus Architecture, and 
he goes on to say: ‘It is an acknowledged fact 
that our society has a packaging mentality 
which goes hand-in-hand with marketi ng 
and mobility. Packaging has a dual role: its 
prime role is to facilitate transport, and its 
secondary role is to facilitate the message. 
In Lucy Orta’s work, clothes are no longer 

1 Entwistle, J., ‘Refuge Wear and Nexus 
Architecture’ in 9th ‘Havana Biennial’ 
exhibiti on catalogue 2006

Lucy Orta, Nexus 
Architecture x 50 
Interventi on Köln, 2001.
Lambda colour 
photograph, 150 x 120 cm

Lucy Orta, Identi ty + Refuge 
– Belt miniskirt, 1995.
Four vinyl and four leather 
belts, 60 x 50 cm

Lucy Orta, Identi ty + Refuge 
– Redingote, 1995. 
27 tweed ti es, 27 silk ti es,
170 x 130 cm
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Lucy Orta, Refuge Wear 
Interventi on London East 
End, 1998. Original Lambda 
colour photograph,
150 x 120 cm

Lucy + Jorge Orta, 
Life Line – Survival Kit, 
2008–09. Steel frame, 
laminated Lambda 
photograph, piping, 
two taps, various fabrics, 
silkscreen print, webbing, 
two fl oats, buoys, two 
fl asks, whistle, rope, 
100 x 100 x 3 cm

Lucy Orta, Nexus 
Architecture Interventi on 
Johannesburg Biennale, 
1997. Lambda colour 
photograph, 120 x 150 cm

perceived as a mere covering close to the 
body, as a second skin, but also as a form of 
packaging, in other words, half-way between 
architecture and dress. We know that there 
are several skins: underwear, the clothes 
themselves, and the overcoat. We could 
conti nue this onion-layer approach by saying 
that aft er the overcoat there is the sleeping 
bag, that aft er the sleeping bag comes the 
tent, that aft er the tent comes the container 
... Clothes emancipate themselves, expand 
to try to become a house, a pneumati c raft  
... The garment becomes more than mere 
clothing; it is a vehicle, a survival vehicle 
certainly but also a vehicle which protects 
against anonymity.’2 

The theme of survival has been an 
important area of research as it touches 
upon both the personal and the global – the 
individual and the collecti ve body. In the 
series Life Guard and Survival Kit there is an 

2 Virilio, P., Lucy Orta, Contemporary Arti st series, 
Phaidon Press London, 2003

explicit reference to the tools and objects 
of emergency rescue missions, such as the 
harnesses in the drop-parachutes uti lised by 
humanitarian expediti ons to rapidly distribute 
vital supplies, or infl atable life jackets for sea 
rescue. These artworks also become objects 
of textual communicati on, silkscreen-printed 
with slogans and words onto their surfaces, 
oft en incorporati ng fl ags from diff erent 
nati ons and functi onal and symbolic objects. 
The Survival Kit refers both to physical/
material survival and symbolically to the 
spiritual needs of man, such as the recovery 
of a lost social dimension of solidarity. 

In the seminar ‘Vêtement et Sociétés’ 
(Clothing and Society) in the former Museum 
of Mankind in Paris, ethnologist Yves 
Delaporte compared clothing to language, 
which we can analyse in two ways: either it 
is a pure metaphor, serving as an expression, 
or it is an affi  rmati on that aspires to a deeper 

scienti fi c analysis. In the latt er case we are 
encouraged to questi on and refl ect on the 
scienti fi c proof of this hypothesis.3 To cut 
a very long discussion short, the originality 
of language is that it is communicati ve, 
structured and full of signs and meaning, so 
comparati vely clothing (or rather fashion) 
also contains a combinati on of all of these. 
Professor Delaporte also goes on to explain 
that perhaps this is due to the lack of 
ethnographic study using the tools and 
methods of semioti cs. It is true to say that the 
academic study of fashion is relati vely young 
and we have a lot of ground to cover if we are 
to convince the consumer society that fashion 
is more than a bulging wardrobe. In my other 
role as Professor of Art Fashion and the 
Environment at London College of Fashion, I 
hope the non-exhausti ve selecti on of arti sts 
and their work that we are presenti ng in 
‘Aware: Art Fashion Identi ty’ will provoke 
us, even just a litt le, to look and think about 
clothing diff erently.

3  Delaporte, Y., L’Ethnographie n° 92-93-94, 
'Vêtement et sociétés', L’Entretemps, 1984
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Marina Abramović is one of the most 
important fi gures in contemporary art. 
Her career began in the early 1970s with 
acti on and performance pieces aimed at 
sti mulati ng considerati on of the male and 
female roles, and on problems connected 
with the body; the potenti al and 
limitati ons of the body were explored, as 
well as our subjecti on to social control.

The main characteristi c of 
her performances is that they are 
designed for a specifi c situati on, and 
are never rehearsed or repeated. One 
of her most important performances, 
Imponderabilia, took place in 1977 at 
the Galleria Comunale d’Arte Moderna 
in Bologna, at the fi rst Internati onal 
Festi val of Performance. Abramović and 
her companion Ulay stood opposite each 
other, completely naked, on either side 
of the narrow entrance, and in order to 

reach the gallery, visitors were obliged 
to push their way between the two 
naked fi gures. Today Imponderabilia is 
considered to have been a key moment 
in Body Art: cultural conditi oning and 
taboo were elicited by the lack of 
clothing. 

In other cases, clothing has played 
an important part in the arti st’s work. 
We need only to think of her Energy 
Clothes which serve ‘to amplify external 
vibrati ons. Anyone using energy clothes 
becomes a human aerial.’ For example, 
tall conical hats that can act as energy 
conductors.

In another of Abramović’s 
celebrated performances she stood on a 
metal stage in a former neuro-psychiatric 
hospital in Volterra and danced. She wore 
a brilliant red dress and shoes which, 
armed with powerful magnets, held her 
feet to the fl oor, making her movements 
extremely arduous – an extraordinary 
image of vitality. In her more recent cycle 
The Family III, Laos, she depicts an army 
of beauti ful children playing war games, 
toti ng guns and dressed in camoufl age 
gear. The reality behind this fi cti onal 
work is that war is not a game for over 
300,000 children worldwide, who are 
direct parti cipants in armed confl ict.

MARINA ABRAMOVIĆ

Marina 
  Abramović
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Imponderabilia 
Performance, 1977
Galleria Comunale 
d’Arte, Bologna
© Marina Abramović. 
Courtesy of Marina 
Abramović and Sean 
Kelly Gallery, New York. 
DACS 2010
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The Family I, Laos, 2008
Photograph
© Marina Abramović. 
Courtesy of Marina 
Abramović and Sean 
Kelly Gallery, New York. 
DACS 2010

The Family III, Laos, 2008
Photograph 
© Marina Abramović. 
Courtesy of Marina 
Abramović and Sean Kelly 
Gallery, New York.  
DACS 2010

Energy Clothes, 2001
Video and photograph, 
Spain, 2001
© Marina Abramović. 
Courtesy of Marina 
Abramović and Sean Kelly 
Gallery, New York.  
DACS 2010
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Vito Acconci is one of the major arti sts 
of the twenti eth century. His work has 
always centred on his interest in atti  tudes 
to change and the constant evoluti on of 
reality. He has dealt with constructi on 
and architecture in a variety of ways in a 
spirit of criti cism, using the imaginati ve 
resources of art; he has a marked interest 
in the public realm. From the 1970s on, 
Acconci produced an explosive series of 
pieces and acti ons which emphasised 
the way the human body is torn between 
private and public needs; he views 
all of human behaviour as sharing an 
unconscious deference to rules and 
boundaries, the most important of which 
are the boundaries separati ng private 
space from shared space.

At the end of the 1980s Acconci 
created the Acconci Studio, in which 
projects for urban spaces are created.

Taking his inspirati on from the 
noti on that, ‘in our overcrowded world 
we need space and ti me to ourselves’, 
Acconci produced the ‘umbruffl  a’. This 
is a wearable umbrella, a small dwelling 
that we can carry about with us and 
in which we can hide when we need a 
moment of privacy. He describes it as 
follows: ‘This is a new umbrella you could 
wrap yourself up in. Fix one end to your 
waist, the other to one wrist, so that both 
hands are free. Wearing it, you could 
dodge a passer-by, turn it towards the 
wind, and even welcome a companion 
under it with you. The umbruffl  a is made 
from two-way mirrored Mylar. From 
outside the surface is mirrored, so while 
you can see through from inside, you 
would be camoufl aged by the refl ecti ons 
of the city which shimmers on you as 
you walk.’

The name of the object comes 
from the English word ‘ruffl  e’. When the 
object is closed the ruffl  es are gathered, 
and when opened, they unfold and 
spring out into an umbruffl  a.

Acconci 
  Studio

ACCONCI STUDIO
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Umbruffla, 2005–10
Silk, chiffon, radiant film, 
cotton thread, boning, 
114.3 x 152.4 x 114.3 cm 
Courtesy Acconci Studio 
(Vito Acconci, Francis 
Bitonti, Loke Chan,  
Pablo Kohan, Eduardo 
Marquez, Dario Nunez,  
Garrett Ricciardi).
Consultants: Billings 
Jackson Design;  
Katie Gallagher
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Trademarks, 1970
Vito Acconci
Photograph, ink print

Adjustable Wall Bra, 1990
Acconci Studio (Vito 
Acconci, Luis Vera, Brownie 
Johnson, Jenny Schrider)
Plaster, metal lathe, 
steel, cable, canvas, light, 
audio. Set of six, variable 
dimensions 
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Azra 
  Akšamija

Society, identi ty and culture are not 
stati c and immutable, nor permanent: 
they are alive and constantly changing. 
Art, like architecture and fashion design, 
connected as they are by imaginati on 
and the desire to build, can represent the 
moti vati on for this change as well as the 
outcome. The arti sti c practi ces of Azra 
Akšamija are based on this premise, and 
her Nomadic Mosque in parti cular.

The Nomadic Mosque is wearable 
architecture, an item of clothing that 
can, if necessary, transform itself into 
a miniature, individual mosque whose 
design is based on the worshipper’s 
personal needs. It aims to redefi ne the 
traditi onal form and functi ons of the 
mosque in a contemporary context: 
monumentality is rejected in favour of 
qualiti es such as fl exibility, versati lity, 
mobility and modular space. It allows 

for individual religious practi ce in a 
world which values personal rather 
than collecti ve engagement, and which 
increasingly demands agility. Akšamija 
has also created Fronti er Vest, a 
wearable prototype for the expression of 
diff erent belief systems. This is a hybrid 
combinati on of a contemporary jacket 
and ritual objects. It can be transformed 
either into a Talit, a Jewish prayer shawl, 
or into an Islamic prayer rug. It lends 
itself to diff erent uses, both sacred and 
secular. The need to recognise that 
others can be diff erent from ourselves, 
and also identi fying what we have in 
common, is summarised in this work.

 

AZRA AKŠAMIJA
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Nomadic Mosque, 2005
Textile and photographs, 
160 x 50 x 30 cm
© Azra Akšamija and  
Jörg Mohr 2005
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Dirndlmoschee, 2005
Mixed media (textile, 
video), 50 x 150 cm
Courtesy of the artist
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Maja 
   Bajevic

Maja Bajevic was born in Sarajevo in 
1967. While she was studying in Paris, 
the city of her birth succumbed to the 
brutal trauma of war, forcing her into 
involuntary exile. From that moment 
her work began to focus on the subject 
of identi ty, and on the thin line that 
separates (and unites) public and 
private identi ty. Her aim is to reveal the 
mechanics of inclusion and exclusion, of 
control and coercion, of the authoritarian 
atti  tudes underlying routi ne confl ict and 
tension – someti mes explicit, someti mes 
only hinted at and hidden.

Her work has an ethical and 
politi cal content, a direct emoti onal and 
physical involvement; her point of view 
is declaredly subjecti ve and is connected 
with her own life story.

Dressed Up is one of her early 
works. The arti st cuts a piece of fabric on 

which the map of former Yugoslavia is 
printed, then sews the pieces into a dress 
and wears it. Thus she wears the tragic 
story of her country literally sti tched to 
her back. Her body becomes a measuring 
tape, a diagram and a map. Her objecti ve 
is to establish, with the map of her lost 
country, a relati onship that is physical 
as well as emoti onal. It is a refl ecti on on 
uprooti ng, trauma and loss, and man’s 
inalienable att achment to the country 
of his birth.

In many of her later works Bajevic 
uses classically feminine pursuits, for 
example the creati on and care of clothing 
and household linen. She oft en uses 
sewing and embroidery, again for their 
symbolism. Sewing can mean restoring 
wholeness, putti  ng together things that 
men have reduced to shreds, mending 
the rags of history. It also implies a 
physical relati onship with the work, 
based on close att enti on.

MAJA BAJEVIC
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Dressed Up, 1999
Single channel video, 
projection, colour, sound, 
running time 60’ 52”
Courtesy of the artist and 
Galerie Peter Kilchmann, 
Zurich
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Women at Work –  
The Observers, 2000
Single-channel video 
projection, 8’ 20” 
Courtesy of the artist and 
Galerie Peter Kilchmann, 
Zurich
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Women at Work – Under 
Construction, 1999
Single-channel projection, 
running time 11’ 48” 
Courtesy of the artist and 
Galerie Peter Kilchmann, 
Zurich

Women at Work – 
Washing Up, 2001
Single-channel video 
projection, running time 
15’ 14” 
Courtesy of the artist and 
Galerie Peter Kilchmann, 
Zurich
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Waters That Tie / Waters That Unti e is 
a work consisti ng of a gown, together 
with a series of photographs that are 
a documentati on of a symbolic and 
‘diplomati c’ journey made by the garment 
to various citi es along the shores of the 
Mediterranean. The long, green silk dress, 
inspired by the fashions of the Byzanti ne 
court, is encrusted with original fragments 
of Byzanti ne pott ery. 

Memory is at the centre of 
Handan Börüteçene’s work, and his 
own memories are of places with long, 
eventf ul histories, in which culture has 
been created by the mingling of ideas, 
tastes, identi ti es, dreams and knowledge. 
The Mediterranean basin sti ll swarms 
with ideas, people and merchandise, 
but it has also been a theatre for the 
troubled historical relati onship between 
town and country. This magnifi cent dress, 

woven with history, emphasises the 
importance of progressing towards the 
new, but wearing what was best about 
the past, conserving it and saving it from 
ruin. It speaks of the need to re-knot the 
threads of memory, thus overcoming the 
terrors of the past and the contradicti ons 
of the present; of the need to create 
communiti es in which past and present 
fi nd a new equilibrium and a modern view 
of the future.

To convey the idea of the individual 
on the move, the dress is surrounded by 
photographs of its appearance in Istanbul, 
Venice and other citi es. These images 
have the power to crystallise a presence 
in a specifi c ti me and place. The work 
symbolises diplomacy and tourism in the 
Mediterranean, while at the same ti me 
pointi ng at freneti c contemporary mobility 
and the ubiquity of the photo-souvenir.

Handan
  Börüteçene

HANDAN  BÖRÜTEÇENE
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Waters That Tie /  
Waters That Untie
Installation view at  
La Fenice Theatre, Venice, 
2007. Silk dress covered 
with ancient ceramic 
pieces, and twelve prints 
mounted on aluminium, 
each c. 40 x 60 cm.
UniCredit Art Collection
© Handan Börüteçene
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Waters That Tie /  
Waters That Untie, 2007
Silk dress covered with 
ancient ceramic pieces, 
twelve prints mounted  
on aluminium, each  
c. 40 x 60 cm. Shown in 
front of the Myrelaion 
Church, Laleli, Istanbul.
© Handan Börüteçene

Waters That Tie /  
Waters That Untie, 2007
Silk dress covered with 
ancient ceramic pieces, 
twelve prints mounted  
on aluminium, each  
c. 40 x 60 cm. Shown by 
two pillar capitals from 
Polyeuktos Monastery in 
the garden of Istanbul 
Archaeological Museum.
© Handan Börüteçene
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Hussein
  Chalayan

Hussein Chalayan regards fashion as 
a representati on of the way we live in 
transiti on. As a London-based Turkish 
Cypriot, he is keenly aware of the 
ubiquitous nature of contemporary 
identi ty, and the extent to which noti ons 
of place, ti me and event are linked to 
our dislocated lives, and Chalayan fi nds 
creati ve potenti al in these ideas.

His work has a narrati ve thread 
and is designed for performance. 
Rootlessness and loss combine with 
society’s need for radical change. His 
pieces are genuine metaphors for 
contemporary life; this includes his 
Airmail Dresses, the clothes made of LEDs 
and those in which the accoutrements 
of travel are merged into the whole: the 
seat or the wing of an aircraft . 

His ‘Son’ of Sonzai Suru project is 
characteristi c of his interest in clashes 

of culture. It is inspired by combining 
haiku and bunraku, an ancient form of 
Japanese theatre in which the characters 
are represented by very large puppets. 
There are no special eff ects, and the 
‘puppet’ is manipulated by three 
puppeteers who, contrary to normal 
practi ce, stand on the stage in full view 
of the public. 

Chalayan says: ‘Bunraku 
performers are visible within the 
narrati ve. At the same ti me they 
resemble ninja or even Islamic subjects 
that animate the clothes. Both dress 
codes defi ne a territory where the 
individual can become invisible and 
anonymous. Bunraku scenarios possess 
many contradictory nuances.’

Chalayan’s installati on in the 
exhibiti on, therefore, makes one ponder 
the relati onship between clothing and 
masks, freedom and manipulati on, reality 
and simulacrum, the body as a poeti c 
enti ty and functi onal prosthesis, as well 
as individual and collecti ve identi ty.

HUSSEIN CHALAYAN
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‘Son’ of Sonzai Suru, 2010
Sketch, A4 paper
Courtesy the artist.
Commission by the Royal 
Academy of Arts and 
London College of Fashion
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After Words, Autumn 
Winter 2000
Courtesy of the artist
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Geotropics, Spring 
Summer 1999
Photograph

Aeroplanedress, 1998
Photograph
Courtesy of Marcus 
Tomlinson 
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Alicia 
  Framis

Based in Amsterdam and Barcelona, 
Alicia Framis combines diff erent 
cultures in projects exploring the social 
components of the contemporary 
city. Her work is about living between 
diff erent cultural heritages and the shift  
from one to the other, but also about the 
deep feelings of fear linked to tensions 
between intercultural dynamics, and 
the diffi  cult relati onships between 
communiti es. 

For 100 Ways to Wear a Flag, 
Framis asked several fashion designers to 
make dresses using the Chinese fl ag. This 
work can be seen as a percepti ve, criti cal 
look at globalisati on: how many women 
today wear clothes labelled ‘Made in 
China’? 100 Ways to Wear a Flag also 
refers to her earlier Anti -Dog series, a 
collecti on of designs made from Tyvec, 
a fabric that is fi re-proof, bullet-proof 

and dog-proof. The Anti -Dog collecti on 
protects women from aggressive 
behaviour and gives them the courage 
and strength to walk around, fearless 
and powerful. It questi ons the sudden 
proximity of an oft en contradictory 
modernity, and of traditi on in its most 
limiti ng sense. It also shows the way 
our society is based on graft , infl uence 
and connecti ons; and that even at an 
individual level we cannot escape having 
complex, composite, multi -faceted 
personaliti es.

ALICIA FRAMIS
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100 Ways to Wear a Flag, 
2007
Textile, variable dimensions. 
Courtesy Annet Gelink 
Gallery, Amsterdam
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Top:
Anti-Dog Collection in 
Palais de Tokyo, Paris, 
2002
Colour photograph.
Courtesy Annet Gelink 
Gallery, Amsterdam 

Anti-Dog Copyrighting 
Unwanted Sentences, 
Birmingham, 3 May 2003
Performance and video.
Courtesy Annet Gelink 
Gallery, Amsterdam 

Arena Amsterdam, 2002
Videostill.
Courtesy Annet Gelink 
Gallery, Amsterdam 
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Meschac 
  Gaba

This installati on consists of twenty of 
the ‘architectural wigs’ commissioned 
by Meschac Gaba in Benin, that use the 
African technique of hair braiding. The 
‘architectural wigs’ are elegant, wearable 
sculptures made of natural and syntheti c 
fi bres; they are shaped to emulate the 
architecture of various citi es in the world, 
for example the Eiff el Tower and the 
Empire State Building. The installati on 
thus takes on the appearance of a kind of 
urban landscape. The ‘wig architecture’ 
is the outcome of the translati on of 
diverse forms and practi ces, combining 
African culture with the representati on 
of buildings that are symbolic of their 
nati onal identi ty and of Western 
economic, politi cal and cultural power. 
The wigs have a solemn beauty, yet they 
are as witt y and playful as any hairstyle. 
These are hybrid, ephemeral objects 

which cock a snook at the monumentality 
that is at the heart of Western cultural 
traditi on. They divest architecture of its 
pretensions to stability, and return man 
with his fragility, his needs and all his 
general lack of coherence to centre stage.

This work highlights the problems 
of equilibrium in a multi cultural society, 
and off ers a strong criti que of the post-
colonialism that sti ll exists today, in Africa 
in parti cular, demonstrati ng how Western 
politi cal and economic strategy sti ll 
weighs heavily on the former colonies.

MESCHAC GABA
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Perruques-Architecture, 2006
34 wigs. Installation from the 
exhibition ‘Resilience’, Galleria 
Continua, Le Moulin, Boissy-le-
Châtel, France, 2008.
© DACS 2010
Courtesy of Galleria Continua, San 
Gimignano/Beijing/Le Moulin
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Ivry, Rue des Péniches, 2006
Artificial braided hair,  
54 x 25 x 25 cm

Paris, Coeur Défense, 2006
Artificial braided hair,  
42 x 41 x 26 cm

Ivry, Rue Bertheau, 2006
Artificial braided hair,
56 x 30 x 28 cm

All images:
© DACS 2010
Courtesy of Galleria 
Continua, San Gimignano/ 
Beijing/Le Moulin

Paris, Géode – Cité des 
Sciences es de l’Industrie, 
2006
Artificial braided hair,  
30 x 30 x 30 cm

Ivry, Tour Lénine, 2006
Artificial braided hair,  
70 x 28 x 28 cm

Paris, Tour Montparnasse, 
2006
Artificial braided hair,  
60 x 28 x 15 cm
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Marie-Ange 
  Guilleminot

All Marie-Ange Guilleminot’s work 
revolves around clothing as a sign of the 
various possible types of relati onship 
between the individual and society. 
Many of her works have as their 
subject the fl exible nature and the 
metamorphic properti es of clothing. 
The multi functi onal potenti al of dress 
is a valuable resource in an increasingly 
mobile world; today our clothes need 
to be adapted to life in constricted 
spaces, and have to be portable enough 
to carry around with us wherever we 
go. Thus a pair of ti ghts can become a 
knapsack and a hat unrolls into a dress. 
Kimono Memories of Hiroshima, on the 
other hand, emerges from the memory 
that a dress can retain, and from the 
resonances and emoti onal impact 
that it can capture. Subjecti ve and 
historical memory has produced a 

lengthy piece with the fl avour of a ritual.
Guilleminot was invited to 

Hiroshima by the art curator, Yukiko 
Ito, and while staying there was moved 
by photographs of victi ms’ clothing 
she found in a book by photographer 
Hiromi Tsuchida. Further research led 
her to study the pieces themselves, 
make patt erns and recreate each of the 
garments in white fabric. The fabric of 
the period has been replicated, and 
each garment has been painstakingly 
reproduced with all its fl aws and the 
hand-sti tching of the seamstress who 
made them for a child or a worker. This 
labour takes us on a catharti c journey 
as we imagine the people behind the 
clothes and their lives before the tragedy. 
Later, Guilleminot transposed the patt ern 
shapes of the garments on to traditi onal 
kimonos, working in collaborati on with 
the most famous tailors in Kyoto. The 
Hiroshima garments cast a delicate 
shadow against the backdrop of history.

Traditi on, living (as opposed to 
nostalgic) memory, healing and the 
intensely personal are all imbued in the 
work of Guilleminot.

MARIE-ANGE GUILLEMINOT
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Kimono Memories of 
Hiroshima, 2005
Mixed media, variable 
dimensions. 
Courtesy of the artist
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Cauris, 1997
Ink on Japanese paper
24 x 33 cm

Cauris, sac-à-dos, collant, 
Guadalajara, Mexico, 1997
Nylon stockings, small, 
medium and large

Top and above:
Cauris, sac-à-dos, collant, 
Le Creux de l'Enfer, Thiers, 
France, 1997
Nylon stockings, small, 
medium and large
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Andreas 
  Gursky

Andreas Gursky was born in Leipzig, in 
former East Germany. He moved to 
Düsseldorf, where he sti ll lives and works, 
and studied with Bernd and Hilla Becher, 
the arti sts who have contributed so much 
to the new objecti vity in photography. 
He began using colour photography in 
large format, and in 1992 began to 
enhance his shots digitally. His images 
are always carefully composed. He 
photographs urban and human 
landscapes and group scenes in which 
the very small and the very large can 
both be seen with identi cal clarity. He 
adopts various viewpoints, alternati ng 
verti ginous shots from on high with 
those from head height. His subjects 
are portrayed with apparently deliberate 
lack of emoti on, yet he never represents 
simply the ‘mass’. He emphasises the 
importance that certain powerful groups 

have assumed in contemporary society.
In spite of his acute eye for detail, 

he has no anecdotal intenti on. The 
levelling of planes in his photographs 
induces a sense of exclusion in the 
spectator, and the sharp focus of the 
details creates a feeling of alienati on. 
This is how Gursky establishes his 
distance. All these components together 
allow him to present himself as some 
sort of cold, impassionate observer of 
globalisati on – of its fl ow of data and 
people, architecture and mass spectacle.

Kuwait Stock Exchange I (2007) is a 
monumental, digitally manipulated image 
of Kuwaiti s dressed in the traditi onal 
white working at a Stock Exchange. This 
photograph is the expression of a macro-
phenomenon linked to global fi nancial 
and economic power. The uniformity of 
the clothing is an expression of rigidly 
codifi ed social roles, and illustrates 
the way the new type of economic 
system has managed to harmonise with 
traditi onal social structures.

ANDREAS GURSKY
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Kuwait Stock Exchange I, 2007
C-print, 295.1 x 222 x 6.2 cm
© Andreas Gursky/VG Bild-
Kunst/DACS 2010
Courtesy Sprüth Magers Berlin 
London
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Prada I, 1996 
C-print, 127 x 220 x 6.2 cm 
(framed)
© Andreas Gursky/VG Bild-
Kunst/DACS 2010
Courtesy Sprüth Magers Berlin 
London

Untitled XIII, 2002
C-print, 276 x 206 x 6.2 cm 
(framed)
© Andreas Gursky/VG Bild-
Kunst/DACS 2010 
Courtesy Sprüth Magers  
Berlin London
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Mella 
  Jaarsma

Mella Jaarsma was born in the 
Netherlands, and conti nued her art 
educti on in Indonesia. Since 1984, she 
has lived and worked in Yogyakarta. The 
need to adapt to a way of life of which 
she had no previous knowledge led her 
to an understanding of the indissoluble 
link between culture and social mores, 
and to develop a parti cular regard for 
the ‘cultural capital’ of a place. This is the 
heritage transmitt ed by the lifestyle and 
expressive-symbolic aspects of a society: 
fashions, rituals, traditi ons, language, 
customs and food. Impelled by the need 
for cover and shelter, and also the need 
for display, she asks ‘how do we live and 
what do we wear?’

Her work systemati cally deals with 
garments that cover the face and most 
of the body, leaving the eyes uncovered. 
Similar to the burqa, as restricti ve as a 
shroud, as protecti ve as a cocoon, these 
coat-tents cling to the shape of the body 
like a second skin, but also envelop and 
conceal it. Jaarsma creates them in a 
variety of materials, all of which could be 
found locally. She uses organic elements 
such as leather, horn or other parts of 
the animal, seaweed, pieces of fabric or, 
as in the case of Refugee Only, scraps 
of military uniforms. In many cases the 

gowns are fi tt ed on models who are 
requested to stand up and assume a 
neutral atti  tude. The eyes are always 
visible. Someti mes, as in the series of 
Warriors, the hems of the gowns are 
immersed in the saucepans and frying 
pans in which the women are cooking, 
contributi ng to the preparati on of food 
to be off ered to the visitors to the 
exhibiti on.

Jaarsma thus explains (and 
interrogates) the context, eliciti ng 
questi ons about gender and religious 
identi ty while implicitly confronti ng 
problems about relati ons between 
ourselves and others, about who 
infl uences whom and who is infl uenced 
by whom.

Other series, such as Shelter Me, 
consist of shirts completely covering 
the body for incidences of enforced 
nomadism, or cabins, small emergency 
dwellings made for a single person, also 
made with materials strongly linked to 
a parti cular context. This kind of refuge 
immediately brings us to the questi on 
of migrati on, and to the lives of single 
individuals in adverse conditi ons. Jaarsma 
confronts the whole context of clothing 
and habitat – the two primary symbols of 
individual and social identi fi cati on.

MELLA JAARSMA
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The Warrior, 2003
Military costumes, seaweed, 
miso soup, stove, DVD
Courtesy of the artist

Refugee Only, 2003
Cloth, iron, personal items 
(toothpaste, brush, soap, torch, 
knife, sanitary napkins) 
Photographs 
Courtesy of the artist

The Follower, 2002
Embroidered emblems
Courtesy of the artist and 
Karim Raslan, Valentine Willy

Previous page: 
Shelter Me 1, 2005
Chinese – Indonesian shrine, 
bowls, beats, military costumes, 
essence, DVD, 220 x 80 x 50 cm
Courtesy of the artist 
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Kimsooja Kimsooja views the dress as a symbolic 
material, identi fi able with ‘the body, 
the container of the spirit’. She pays 
parti cular att enti on to fabrics and the 
cultural connotati ons of clothes. Through 
her practi ce of sewing, she combines 
Eastern and Western traditi ons, 
transposing elements of Korean culture 
into metaphors for the universal human 
conditi on.

Ideas of transience and travel, 
considered in a literal and existenti al 
way, are always present in her work, 
which ranges from videos to objects 
made by cutti  ng and sewing together 
scraps of old fabric and pieces of clothing 
that belonged to her ancestors. She is 
at the same ti me keenly aware of the 
present and of the complex dynamics 
of today’s geopoliti cs. In her video 
installati on Mumbai: A Laundry Field we 

fi nd ourselves within an all-enveloping 
scene, exposed to a global phenomenon 
strongly connected with fashion: the 
goods we consume, and in parti cular 
clothes, are the fruit of producti on lines 
all over the globe. We witness 10,000 
dhobi-wallahs in Bombay’s Mahalaxmi 
Dhobi Ghat, or wash house, scrubbing 
several tons of clothes desti ned for 
export to our high streets. The open-air 
laundry is a ballet of low-cast acti vity, 
as the dhobis slap and twist the fabrics 
against the granite in thousands of 
multi coloured pools. The incessant 
movement and the packed trains passing 
by provide an extraordinary image of 
daily routi ne, but the work also has 
the grandeur of a tapestry of 
contemporary life.

  KIMSOOJA
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Mumbai: A Laundry Field, 
2007–8
Four-channel video 
projection, running time 
10’ 25” on a loop, sound.
Courtesy Galleria Continua, 
San Gimignano/Beijing/
Le Moulin Overleaf:

Encounter – Looking Into 
Sewing, 1998–2002
Vivachrome print.
Courtesy Kimsooja Studio
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A Mirror Woman, 2002
Korean bedcovers,  
parallel mirror structure 
walls, four fans, cable, 
Tibetan Monk chant.
Collection of MUDAM, 
Luxembourg 

Bottari Tricycle
Used Chinese tricycle, 
bedcovers and clothes.
Courtesy Galleria Continua, 
San Gimignano/Beijing/
Le Moulin

Bottari
Installation image.
Courtesy Galleria Continua, 
San Gimignano/Beijing/
Le Moulin
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Claudia 
  Losi

The needle and thread recur in the 
work of Claudia Losi as a metaphor for 
relati onships; since 1998 Losi has been 
involved in a series of group projects 
connected with embroidery.

One of her recent ventures is a 
huge undertaking that has occupied the 
arti st for several years. Balena Project 
consists of the creati on of a faithful, life-
sized copy of a mythical animal, Balena 
Physalus, the largest whale ever to have 
existed. ‘The idea originated in an image 
that was always with me,’ Losi tells us, 
‘the huge whales millions of years ago 
who swam between the hills of the 
Piacenti no, where now fl ocks of birds 
fl y.’ The whale was created from soft  
cashmere fabric, and Losi began to take it 
around the world. The piece cropped up 
in the most varied places and situati ons: 
from the Apennines to the Andes, from 
a square facing the Golfo di Lerici in Italy 
to the banks of the river Po. It was only 
occasionally beached in a museum or 
an exhibiti on space. It was met at every 
stage with interest and curiosity, and 
inspired acti ons and ideas. In additi on 

to its striking appearance, Balena was 
the pretext for an amazing journey. Aft er 
having swum for thousands of miles 
through diff erent seas, Balena went 
through a fi nal metamorphosis: it was 
dismembered and the fabric was used 
to make suits and jackets. With layers 
of meaning, those clothes will carry 
forever a memory of the adventures and 
relati onships they collected during the 
journey in their previous incarnati on 
as a whale. Not a scrap of fabric, not a 
thought was wasted.

The designer of the clothes – a 
series of protecti ve jackets – was Antonio 
Marras, one of today’s most sensiti ve 
fashion designers. Marras moves in the 
most cutti  ng-edge fashionable circles 
and works in an internati onal framework. 
Both his working practi ces and his visual 
repertory have a strong associati on with 
his Sardinian background. The projects 
have links to travel and to diff erence, 
as well as an att achment to roots. His 
emoti onally charged, strongly self-
promoti onal world makes his work chime 
perfectly with that of Claudia Losi.

CLAUDIA LOSI
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Balena Project, Fiorenzuola 
d’Arda, Piacenza, 2008
Photograph printed on 
cotton paper, embroidery,  
60 x 95 cm, wooden frame.
Courtesy the artist and  
Galleria Monica De 
Cardenas, Milan

Overleaf:
Les Funerailles de la 
Baleine, October 2010
Courtesy the artist and  
Galleria Monica De 
Cardenas, Milan, in 
collaboration with Antonio 
Marras. Supported  
by Ferdinando Botto  
Poala and Luisella Zignone
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Balena Project, Apennines, 
2004
Photograph 
Courtesy of the artist 

Balena Project, Ecuador, 
2005
Photograph 
Courtesy of the artist 
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Susie 
  MacMurray

Susie MacMurray’s sinuous, elegant 
and hyper-feminine dress is black 
and shimmers in the light. Behind 
its appearance, however, there is a 
decepti on. Widow is as threatening as it 
is seducti ve: on inspecti on it proves to 
be made of dressmaker’s pins  – heavy, 
sharp and unapproachable. The pins 
may be small and insignifi cant, but it has 
a highly symbolic value. A collecti on of 
pins multi plies its danger and increases 
the signifi cance of the traditi onal female 
image of the dependent woman, shut 
in her house, devoted to domesti c 
tasks, such as sewing and embroidery. 
The dress is made with painstaking 
perfecti onism, accentuati ng the idea of 
the enclosed woman: it makes us think of 
care, pati ence, control and routi ne.

With Widow MacMurray gives 
shape to feelings of separati on, to a 

body that has suddenly become tender, 
to an interior solitude that repels 
others and condemns the wearer of 
the dress to painful isolati on. This state 
is both psychological and physical; it is 
a transformati ve moment, an extreme 
reacti on to the world, to an irreversible 
event. It gives form to ideas and emoti ons 
that could otherwise remain submerged, 
eliciti ng them and embodying their 
physical manifestati on.

Some sensati ons are diffi  cult to 
describe in words, so closely are they 
linked to emoti on. MacMurray’s work is 
dedicated to the explorati on of emoti onal 
states, to the boundaries of human feeling. 
Her installati ons give voice to the depths 
of human solitude, skirti ng the edges of 
subjecti vity where body and mind are 
joined by slogans that are transitory, but 
can generate far-reaching transformati ons.

SUSIE MACMURRAY
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Widow, 2009
Leather and adamantine 
dressmaker’s pins,  
165 x 240 x 200 cm.
Gallery of Costume, 
Manchester City Galleries
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Echo, 2006
Hairnets, used violin 
bow hair, variable 
dimensions. 
Temporary site-specific 
installation at York  
St Mary’s, England.
York Museums Trust

Shell, 2006
Mussel shells, crimson silk 
velvet, variable dimensions.
Site-specific installation 
at Pallant House Gallery, 
Chichester, England

A Mixture of Frailties 
(detail), 2004
Yellow household gloves 
turned inside out,  
calico, tailor’s dummy,  
185 x 325 cm. 
Collection of the artist
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Marcello 
  Maloberti 

Using performance, installati on, video 
and photography, Marcello Maloberti  
investi gates everyday life, peering into 
normality and someti mes pausing over 
small details with a delicate glance; but 
he perseveres, capturing the secrets of 
things, people and situati ons. He focuses 
on precariousness, uncertainty and 
waiti ng, the sense of magic and vague 
obsessions.

Maloberti  is also able to confront 
important subjects. Without aff ectati on, 
he records what is unique, ‘special’ about 
situati ons on the brink; he describes the 
periphery of the urban fabric and society, 
of the gaze and of the mind. His hunti ng 
ground is oft en the city.

The series of photographs Marcello 
who Arrives by Train was taken inside 
the shop of an Algerian barber in the 
northern Italian city of Milan, and shows 

single portraits of shaven men. Their 
facial features are reminiscent of the 
countries of the Mediterranean, where 
the barber’s shop is a classic meeti ng 
place where people go to chat, exchange 
notes and news. The men portrayed in 
the photographs live in a city where, we 
can assume, they feel like guests rather 
than at home. They go to the barber to 
look for that small corner of culture that 
lurks in their hearts, and a place where 
relati onships between people are sti ll 
carried on at a human scale. This is a 
place where they can indulge in a litt le 
vanity and frivolity. Their specifi c beauty 
codes make sense here, where a superb 
red apron can become a royal cloak. 
Thus adorned they can magically evoke 
ancient aristocrati c portraiture as handed 
on by the history of art; the cloth might 
be the cloak of a knight or a cardinal. In 
both cases it would have indicated social 
presti ge. But perhaps it is their absolute 
normality that makes the men portrayed 
look like enigmati c fi gures: their faces 
take us ‘elsewhere’.

MARCELLO  MALOBERTI
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Marcello che arriva in 
treno (Marcello who 
Arrives by Train), 2001
Lambda prints,  
each 124 x 104 cm.
Foundation MUSEION. 
Museum of Modern 
and Contemporary Art 
Bolzano – Enea Righi 
Collection. Courtesy 
Raffaella Cortese  
Gallery, Milan
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La Maison
  Marti n Margiela 

Marti n Margiela does not view uti lity 
as the sole functi on of clothing. When 
deconstructed, clothing can give a 
sense of the present moment and 
also convey the cyclical, inexorable 
change to which everything is subject. 
Everything decays, but everything can 
return. This idea is expressed clearly 
and concisely in his clothes. Margiela 
has created a collecti on based on the 
recycling of existi ng clothing. Recycling 
can be used to counter the current trend 
for consumerism by always producing 
the ‘other’; we have to remember that 
we consume to live, we do not live 
to consume. This also means that we 
should not throw things away, we should 
prolong the life of anything we own, 
even though it may seem to have 
reached the end of its natural life. 
This is the most poeti c act of all. 

Margiela’s project (9/4/1615), 
whose development is shown in this 
exhibiti on via a photographic installati on, 
consists of a series of clothes that were 
treated with bacteria and left  to the 
elements to erode. More specifi cally, 
in collaborati on with a microbiologist 
Margiela treated a series of historical 
collecti ons with a concocti on of bacterial 
fungus designed specifi cally for the 
composti ng process of each of the 
diff erent fabrics. The collecti ons were 
displayed on Stockman mannequins in a 
straight row in three locati ons. This was 
an experiment to document the natural 
destructi on of the material, which over 
ti me reacted in strange – even beauti ful – 
ways, as the mushrooms and fungus fed 
off  the fabrics, creati ng new textures and 
colours. Through the destructi on of his 
clothes, created over years of work as a 
commercial designer, his display evokes 
the endless cycle of creati on, decay and 
rebirth. Parallels can be drawn with the 
consumer cycle of buying and discarding; 
references to the juxtapositi on of fashion 
and sustainability can be inferred.

LA MAISON MARTIN MARGIELA 
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Silhouette 8 
(A/W 1992/1993)

Silhouette 13
(S/S 1995)

Silhouette 16 
(A/W 1996/1997)

Silhouette 10 
(A/W 1993/1994)

Silhouette 14
(A/W 1995/1996)

Silhouette 17
(S/S 1997)

Experiment for moulding 
clothes. Exhibition La 
Maison Martin Margiela 
(9/4/1615), 1997
Courtesy Museum 
Boijmans Van Beuningen, 
Rotterdam

All images on this page:
Exhibition La Maison Martin 
Margiela (9/4/1615), 1997
Outfits produced in white fabric 
before moulding
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All images on this page:
Collage for exhibition catalogue  
La Maison Martin Margiela 
(9/4/1615), 1997
A4 paper.
Courtesy Museum Boijmans Van 
Beuningen, Rotterdam

Silhouette 16  
(A/W 1996/1997)  

Silhouette 8  
(A/W 1992/1993)

Silhouette 14  
(A/W 1995/1996) 

Silhouette 10  
(A/W 1993/1994) 

Silhouette 17
(S/S 1997) 

Silhouette 13
(S/S 1995) 
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Alexander
  McQueen

Alexander McQueen’s catwalk shows 
are theatrical performances that rely 
on skilfully staged shock tacti cs. These 
performances questi on the accepted 
noti ons of fashion and beauty.

McQueen’s clothes are noted for 
being sensati onally eroti c, fantasti c, 
oft en androgynous creati ons that are 
painstakingly and precisely tailored. 
‘Sex is a big part of what I do,’ said the 
bad boy of Briti sh fashion, but he insisted 
that his atti  tude to women was informed 
by the purpose of ‘making women look 
stronger, not naive’.

For his March 1995 show, ‘Highland 
Rape’, McQueen sent his models down 
the catwalk in ripped lace dresses and 
skirts with what appeared to be watch 
chains att ached. The explicit allusion 
to the sexual violati on of women was a 
reference to the ‘rape’ of Scotland by 

the Briti sh army, a subject with personal 
resonance for the arti st as his family is of 
Scotti  sh descent. For the show, McQueen 
transformed an industrial loft  space 
into a chaoti c batt leground, symbolising 
1746’s Batt le of Culloden.

History and performance are also 
clearly evident in the 1998 collecti on, 
which was inspired by the story of Joan 
of Arc, who, in the 15th century, led her 
assembled troops to victory during the 
Hundred Years’ War, and was eventually 
burnt at the stake by the English. This 
collecti on was presented on a catwalk 
made of lava, accompanied by the 
sound of crackling fl ames. The clothes 
made reference to the French army's 
armour, and also evoked the bravery 
and vulnerability of Joan. The fi nal scene 
of the catwalk performance featured 
a model wearing a red beaded dress, 
encircled by fl ames.

McQueen’s performances merge 
history and personal sensiti viti es, and are 
also highly experimental in terms of the 
fashion.

ALEXANDER MCQUEEN
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Red lace dress covering 
head, from ‘Joan’
Autumn/Winter 1998
Courtesy of Catwalking
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‘Highland Rape’
Autumn/Winter 1995
Courtesy of Catwalking
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Yoko 
  Ono

Yoko Ono is one of the leading fi gures 
in post-war art. She is a pioneer of 
performance and conceptual art, and 
remains one of the most infl uenti al 
arti sts today. Long before she became an 
icon of popular culture, she developed 
arti sti c practi ces that have made a lasti ng 
mark in her nati ve Japan, as well as in 
the West.

Cut Piece is an acti on that she 
performed in the Yamaichi Hall, Kyoto 
in 1964, and again at the Carnegie Hall, 
New York in 1965. She then performed it 
with the Destructi on in Art Symposium 
at the ICA in London in 1966. Seated on 
a dais, Ono invited the public to come up 
and cut strips from her clothing. While 
the scraps of fabric fell to the fl oor one 
by one, the unveiling of the female body 
suggested the total destructi on of the 
barriers imposed by conventi on; as it 

progressed this became an aggressive 
act – sti ll moti onless, the arti st was by 
now almost naked, exposed in all her 
vulnerability. The image of Ono during 
the performance has become an iconic 
symbol of the art of the period. These 
were the years when emancipati on came 
to female arti sts oft en via deeply radical, 
destructi ve acti ons; it contributed to the 
defi niti ve re-appropriati on of their own 
bodies.

In this work Ono also challenges 
the neutral relati onship that exists 
between the spectator and the art 
object, demonstrati ng the reciprocal 
transformati on of both.

YOKO  ONO
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Yoko Ono performing  
Cut Piece
Carnegie Recital Hall,  
New York, 21 March 1965
© Yoko Ono

Yoko Ono performing 
Cut Piece
Theatre Le Ranelagh, 
Paris, France,  
15 September 2003 
© Yoko Ono

Yoko Ono performing  
Cut Piece
Sogetsu Art Center, Tokyo, 
Japan, 1964
© Yoko Ono
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Unfinished Music No. 1: Two Virgins, 1969
Album cover, front (right) and back (left)
Self-portrait by John Lennon and Yoko Ono, 
London
©Yoko Ono
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Maria 
  Papadimitriou

Clothing is symbolic and is linked 
to traditi on and beliefs. Maria 
Papadimitriou is interested in cultural 
specifi citi es and in the overcoming of 
stereotypes; she sets up projects with a 
public, social and collecti ve dimension. 
In the parti cipatory project Sewing 
Together, she worked with Roma gypsy 
women in order to learn their skills, 
comprehend their intuiti ve process of 
dressmaking and their very parti cular 
style of dressing, which is linked to their 
beliefs. From this mutual exchange 
emerged a series of beauti ful dresses 
with traditi onal, brightly printed fl oral 
patt erns. The arti st describes the project 
as follows:

‘The most impressive element in 
a […] gypsy house is the pile of colourful 
blankets which is always in the centre of 
the room. This pile stands like a supple 

sculpture. The suppleness is reinforced 
by the fact that the gypsy blanket is the 
girl’s dowry. This is what a mother gives 
her daughter and it is a symbol of the 
family’s conti nuity. During the day this 
sculpture stands moti onless and at night 
it becomes the matt ress on which they 
lie and the blanket that covers their 
bodies. It is an autonomous unit, a cell 
and a shell.

‘These blankets are the fi rst object 
they take with them when they leave. 
Whether rich or poor they insist on 
sleeping on them. This precious unit, 
when transformed into a coat, becomes 
the dwelling of the body. It changes 
identi ty from “extremely private” to 
“overtly public”.’

In this piece, therefore, 
Papadimitriou is talking about clothing 
as well as habitat. She is convinced of 
the need to be at ease in the clothing 
one wears, and to feel at home in one’s 
own house – profoundly subjecti ve 
experiences which chime with a secure 
confi dence in one’s own identi ty.

MARIA PAPADIMITRIOU
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Sewing Together, 2010 
Acrylic blanket, 
variable dimensions. 
© Maria Papadimitriou/ 
T.A.M.A., Athens
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Temporary Atelier, 2010 
Lambda print, variable 
dimensions 
© Maria Papadimitriou/ 
T.A.M.A., Athens
  

Pattern, 2010 
Lambda print, variable 
dimensions 
© Maria Papadimitriou/ 
T.A.M.A., Athens
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Grayson 
  Perry

Grayson Perry works in a wide variety of 
media, including ceramic, printmaking, 
drawing, embroidery and other texti les, 
as well as in graphic novels, fi lm and 
performance. An important aspect of his 
work is the frequent appearance of his 
alter-ego, Claire.

His disenchanted gaze is directed 
towards the context in which we live, 
and the art world, the stage for his cross-
dressing, is the subject of many of his 
sardonic comments as well as his works. 
Perry is an insider, but is capable of 
distancing himself. 

His Arti st’s Robe is a commentary 
on the fi gure of the arti st, and also bears 
witness to his interest in other cultures 
and arti sti c languages of communicati on. 
The robe is an elaborate, appliquéd 
coat of many colours, embroidered 
with patt erns. Perry was inspired 

parti cularly by the ancient kimonos of 
Japanese Buddhist monks, the ‘craft ed 
formalisati on of poverty’. It is made of a 
patchwork of luxurious fabrics, cut and 
sti tched together, some of them acquired 
from the Nati onal Trust, thus symbolic of 
the formalised heritage of Great Britain. 
The garment sports a large embroidered 
eye, very obviously linked to the arti st’s 
work: it provides a commentary on the 
fi gure and status of the arti st in the world 
today – stereotypes, rituals, favoured 
places and gurus, but also a close eye on 
the ways of the world.

GRAYSON PERRY
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Artist’s Robe, 2004
Embroidered silk brocade, 
leather, printed linen  
and ceramic buttons,  
179 x 70 cm.
© Grayson Perry 
Courtesy the artist and 
Victoria Miro Gallery, 
London

Claire as The Mother  
of All Battles, 1996
Photographic print,  
76 x 50.7 cm.
© Grayson Perry
Courtesy of Rob Weiss 
and Victoria Miro Gallery, 
London
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The Walthamstow 
Tapestry, 2009
Tapestry, 300 x 150 cm.
© Grayson Perry
Courtesy the artist and 
Victoria Miro Gallery, 
London
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Dai 
  Rees

Carapace: Triptych, The Butcher’s 
Window is an installati on consisti ng 
of a series of large leather sculptures 
that hang from the ceiling, att ached 
to huge butchers’ hooks. Their organic 
forms are the outcome of a process of 
assembly and dis-assembly. They are 
actually made from 1950s’ patt erns, 
dissected and sewn back together again 
in a completely diff erent way to make 
them look like animal carcasses. Dai Rees 
sews the leather together with scar-like 
seams, either perfectly laced or sti tched 
with surgical linen. In some of the pieces 
it is sti ll easy to recognise secti ons of 
tailoring, while in others the original 
form is lost. All of them evoke the 
remains of cows and horses. The funereal 
message is reinforced by the fact that 
on the surfaces of these huge torsos, 
Rees has tatt ooed images, including the 

trunk of a leafl ess tree and fl owers in 
various stages of decay.

The images have been created 
using the ancient technique of 
marquetry, a process totally at odds 
with the speed and slickness associated 
with recent fashion. Rees’s use of 
marquetry is a clever salute to the 
patronage of the arts that goes back 
to sixteenth-century Florence. He has 
revisited this technique and transferred 
the process to leather, where is also 
alludes to the branding iron.

The beauty and refi nement of the 
craft  displayed in this piece combines 
with a sensati on of death and trauma, 
producing a disti nctly uncomfortable 
reacti on. 

DAI REES
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Carapace: Triptych, The 
Butcher’s Window, 2003
Leather hide, leather 
marquetry, stainless steel, 
enamel and iodine, each 
piece 180 x 70 x 50 cm.
Courtesy of the artist
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Katerina Šedá’s piece For Every Dog a 
Diff erent Master originates from the 
noti on that we are ‘contextual’, that we 
build our personality in a specifi c social 
and relati onal environment. The 
collaborati on arose from the desire to 
create a dialogue in a suburban area the 
arti st has known since she was very 
young, Brno-Lisen in the Czech Republic. 
As a child, travelling on the bus from 
Brno-Lisen into the more recently built 
Nova Lisen, Šedá noti ced how people 
had stopped greeti ng one another, and 
indeed her, as if she had become 
invisible. Growing up, she rati onalised 
this as social atomisati on, but never quite 
accepted it, and as an arti st she decided 
to use this invisibility to att empt to 
aff ect a ‘paradigm shift ’ in the network 
of social relati onships of her town.

She printed a shirt which featured 

an image of a multi -coloured 1970s’ 
housing project. She grouped all 
addresses for Brno-Lisen and Nova Lisen 
into pairs and mailed the shirt from one 
address to the other, marking the sender 
as the Brno-Lisen household, rather than 
herself. She then observed the resulti ng 
interacti ons and photographed people 
who, in a wide variety of everyday 
situati ons, were wearing the shirt she 
had designed. These people ended up 
forming a sort of involuntary, informal 
‘team’. Her work therefore deals with 
our physical living arrangements, and is 
about the urban landscape, which, in its 
complexity, refl ects the life it contains, 
forming a network of existences and 
relati onships, of acti ons and processes. 
Šedá tries to re-establish human beings 
in a specifi c urban geography and social 
environment.

Katerina 
  Šedá

KATERINA ŠEDÁ
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For Every Dog a Different 
Master, 2007
Cotton shirts, 70 x 90 cm.
© Katerina Šedá
UniCredit Art Collection

Previous page:
For Every Dog a Different 
Master, 2007
Colour photograph,  
100 x 130 cm.
© Katerina Šedá
UniCredit Art Collection
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Cindy 
  Sherman Hon RA

In Doll Clothes, we see Cindy Sherman 
disguised as a paper doll on her way to 
the dressing table. While she watches 
herself in the mirror, a menacing hand 
appears from off -camera, ripping the 
dress off  the doll’s body.

Nude again, she is stuff ed back 
into a plasti c sleeve, the straitjacket of 
conformism and anonymity. Doll Clothes 
illustrates the story of a failure to att ain 
self-defi ned subjecti vity. Sherman 
explains that the hand represents 
the parent telling the child they are 
misbehaving.

The act of dressing-up represents 
the power of masquerade and self-
transformati on, which have been the 
guiding principles of Sherman’s work for 
over 30 years. In 1976 she produced Bus 
Riders, a kind of sociological fi cti on in 
which she represented all the possible 

types of passenger in an omnibus. This 
was followed by Murder Mystery, which 
was inspired by crime novels.

In 1977 she moved to New York 
and made Unti tled Film Sti lls, a sequence 
of photographs in black and white in 
which she impersonates 69 characters 
from B-movies. The scenes and 
characters she represents give shape to 
the déjà vus of everyday life as we know 
it and as we re-live it through the best-
known fi lms, from Italian neo-realism 
to American fi lm noir. The sets and 
characters are created in exact detail, 
and it is tempti ng for the spectator 
to develop the narrati ve contained in 
the sti lls much further. However, their 
meaning is never really explicit. The 
power of the work lies in the tension 
between the immediate identi fi cati on of 
a famous stereotype and the individual 
projecti on space, in which imaginati on 
and private yearnings may be sti rred.

CINDY SHERMAN HON RA
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Doll Clothes, 1975
16 mm film on DVD,  
running time 2’ 22” 
© Cindy Sherman/  
Sammlung Verbund, Vienna
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Untitled #132, 1984
© Cindy Sherman 
Courtesy of the artist,  
Metro Pictures and Sprüth 
Magers Berlin London 

Untitled Film Still #21, 1978
© Cindy Sherman
Courtesy of the artist, 
Metro Pictures and Sprüth 
Magers Berlin London
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Yinka
  Shonibare MBE

Shonibare is interested in the global 
process of cultural transformati on. 
Taking his lead from the sti ll-extant 
post-colonial situati on of the African 
conti nent, and having described himself 
as a ‘post-colonial hybrid’, he aims to 
dismantle preconcepti ons about nati onal 
defi niti on, and historical and cultural 
identi ty, working against ethnocentrism 
by deconstructi ng icons and stereotypes.

Shonibare sees fashion as an 
expression of class and power; it is a 
means of establishing human beings in 
a parti cular historical and geographical 
context. His social stance makes fashion 
a highly sensiti ve sensor.

His installati ons oft en have their 
roots in eighteenth- and nineteenth-
century painti ngs, a period when 
Western culture reached its peak, but 
also when slavery was at its height. 
Shonibare’s work oft en consists of 
fi gures, dressed in typically European 
fashions made of the brightly coloured 
wax-printed ‘African’ fabrics called 
bati k. Bati k is a key material in his work; 

although it originated in Indonesia, 
unti l recently these fabrics were mainly 
produced in Holland and Germany, 
but were not widely sold in Europe. 
Producti on was based on ‘typical’ 
models and was aimed at parti cular 
African markets. Bati k, and clothing in 
general, made a general contributi on 
to the creati on and dismemberment 
of colonialism. ‘Bati k proved to have a 
crossbred cultural background quite of its 
own,’ says Shonibare, ‘and it’s the fallacy 
of that signifi cati on that I like. It’s the way 
I view culture – it’s an arti fi cial construct.’

Today, the main exporters of 
‘African’ fabric from Europe are based in 
the UK and the Netherlands. Shonibare 
shows that it is only through awareness 
of our origins, and by recognising the 
inexorable processes of transformati on of 
our identi ty, that we can conduct a calm 
dialogue with other cultures and move 
serenely towards the new age.

YINKA SHONIBARE MBE
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Fabrics used for  
Little Rich Girls, 2010
Commission by the 
London College of Fashion, 
courtesy of the artist  
and Stephen Friedman 
Gallery, London.  
Supported by Vlisco 
© Yinka Shonibare MBE
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Food Faerie, 2010
Mannequin, Dutch wax-
printed cotton, leather, 
artificial fruit, fibreglass 
and goose feathers,  
118 x 120 x 90 cm (218 x 
120 x 90 cm with plinth)
© Yinka Shonibare MBE.
Courtesy of the artist and 
Stephen Friedman Gallery, 
London and James Cohan 
Gallery, New York

Girl on a Globe, 2008
Mannequin, Dutch wax-
printed cotton, textile and 
globe, 220 x 100 x 100 cm.
© Yinka Shonibare MBE.
Courtesy of the artist and 
Stephen Friedman Gallery, 
London and James Cohan 
Gallery, New York
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Helen
  Storey

The environment, ecology and 
sustainable development are among the 
subjects engaging the arti sts of today, 
parti cularly those who are sensiti ve to 
the challenges facing the world in our 
ti me. Man has at last become aware of 
the damage he can infl ict on his own 
habitat. The evidence of a crisis in the 
traditi onal relati onship between man 
and his environment has elicited large 
numbers of refl ecti ons on the need to 
conserve the earth’s fragility and to 
use the resources nature off ers us wisely 
and carefully.

With this in mind, Helen 
Storey has ceased to create fashion 
collecti ons in order to dedicate herself 
to interdisciplinary research into the 
way science, art, technology and 
fashion design can infl uence society 
and the environment. She is developing 

biodegradable materials that can self-
destruct, leaving no polluti ng imprint 
behind.

Today, Storey creates exquisite 
dresses constructed from a hand-made, 
enzyme-based texti le that dissolves in 
water over ti me. A scaff old gradually 
lowers the lacy fabric into giant bowls 
of water. Each dress behaves diff erently 
as it enters the liquid, and the dissolving 
material creates vibrant underwater 
fi reworks that are magnifi ed by the 
bowls. 

Say Goodbye is from Storey’s 
series of ‘dissolvable dresses’ and is a 
refl ecti on on the non-sustainability of 
fashion, and the waste generated when 
we discard our clothes because of the 
dictates of fashion. This work is the result 
of a long-standing collaborati on with the 
University of Sheffi  eld.

HELEN  STOREY
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Say Goodbye, 2010
PVA (polyvinyl alcohol) 
experimental dissolvable 
dress, variable dimensions.
Courtesy of the artist.
Supported by the Royal 
Society of Chemistry
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Disappearing Dress Series: 
Say Goodbye, 2010
Experimental dissolvable 
dress, variable dimensions. 
Courtesy of the artist
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Rosemarie 
  Trockel

Rosemarie Trockel’s work is rich and 
varied; it includes installati ons of all 
sizes and small drawings, sculptures in 
plaster and collage, but it was her objects 
made of knitti  ng which brought her 
prominence in the 1980s.

Her knitt ed work is not handmade, 
however, although it embodies a type 
of work that is largely female and 
domesti c. Trockel’s knitti  ng has an 
industrial appearance; this is one of the 
many contradicti ons embedded in her 
work, which is deliberately complex 
and strati fi ed, oft en with a subtle sense 
of humour. Its interpretati on is multi -
layered. Her work is sensiti ve to feminine 
subjects, and to human nature in general. 

Balaclava and Schizo-Pullover 
both testi fy to the complexity of human 
nature. Schizo-Pullover is a double-
necked sweater that conveys the feeling 

of being at once singular and plural, 
implying that subjecti vity is a place for 
encounter and change. At the same ti me, 
it expresses our inherent incompleteness, 
our human need for coupling and 
the importance of the network of 
relati onships of which we are part.

Balaclava also shows that within 
ourselves we are plural, with hidden, 
secret aspects, in society as well as in life, 
in our heads and our personaliti es. The 
piece makes manifest the shadowy zone 
that is within each one of us. At one ti me 
the balaclava was a piece of headgear 
designed to protect from the elements; 
since the late 1960s, however, it has 
become a symbol of secrecy, crime and 
fear, and has also been associated with 
violence and terrorism.

As in all of Trockel’s knitt ed works, 
the patt erns for Balaclava and Schizo-
Pullover were created with the aid of 
a computer and manufactured on a 
knitti  ng machine. They thus also questi on 
(and potenti ally subvert) the noti on of 
‘women’s work’.

ROSEMARIE TROCKEL
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Schizo-Pullover, 1988
Wool, 60 x 66 cm,  
edition of three.
Private collection.
Courtesy Sprüth Magers 
Berlin London
© DACS 2010
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Senza Titolo, 2002
Knitted woollen fabric, 
180 x 400 cm.
MAXXI – Museo nazionale 
delle arti del XXI secolo
Courtesy Fondazione 
MAXXI
© DACS 2010
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Untitled, 1988
Wool, 60 x 66 cm,  
edition of three, RTR 0038.
Courtesy Sprüth Magers 
Berlin London
© DACS, 2010 
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Sharif 
  Waked

The Palesti nian arti st Sharif Waked 
directly confronts the confl ict between 
Israel and Palesti ne. He is painfully 
aware of the complexity of the situati on 
in the Middle East, but also deeply 
involved in the dismal fate of his own 
people. In creati ng a fashion collecti on, 
Waked saw a chance to re-encounter his 
compatriots and deliver them from the 
humiliati ons they suff er on a daily basis. 
His video Chic Point features a catwalk 
show with models emerging from a dark 
background. Zip fasteners, woven nets, 
hoods and butt ons provide a unifying 
theme of exposed fl esh. Suddenly, aft er 
a few minutes, the images of the parade 
are substi tuted by a series of shots in 
which Palesti nian men can be seen lift ing 

up their shirts, robes and jackets at Israeli 
checkpoints. This is a daily event: anyone 
needing to cross the checkpoints must 
demonstrate that he is not carrying arms 
beneath his clothing.

In Chic Point, the contradictory 
interpretati ons of nudity as a fashion 
prerogati ve or as the cause of 
humiliati on juxtapose two worlds, one 
of high fashion and the other of semi-
imprisonment. Waked makes a powerful 
statement about aestheti cs, the body, 
surveillance and freedom.

Some of Waked’s later work 
reveals the painstaking att enti on he 
pays to habits and customs, in relati on 
to clothing in parti cular – clothing as a 
strong symbol of identi ty.

SHARIF WAKED
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Chic Point, 2003
DVD, running time 5’ 27” 
Courtesy of the artist
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Chic Point, 2003
DVD, running time 5’ 27” 
Courtesy of the artist
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Video still from  
To Be Continued, 2009
Courtesy of the artist
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Gillian 
  Wearing RA

Gillian Wearing’s Sixty Minute Silence 
is a tableau vivant. In order to create it 
the arti st lined up 26 people, dressed 
in Briti sh police uniforms, in three rows 
and asked them to remain moti onless 
for an hour. Aft er the fi rst few minutes, 
the subjects began to display an energy 
that was to increase as the ti me went 
by. The uniformed ranks wobble slightly. 
The offi  cers glance at each other. Their 
initi al sti llness eventually gives way to 
fi dgeti ng. Some sti fl e giggles. Minute 
by minute, the control signifi ed by the 
uniforms breaks down and the slight 
movement interferes with the sti llness; 
this individuates and humanises the 
uniformed mass.

The uniform is the codifi ed cloth 
par excellence. As a sign of membership 
of a parti cular group, it identi fi es and 
marks its wearer. It expresses the subject 

in one dimension. Wearing a uniform 
means belonging to a group, accepti ng its 
rules and regulati ons (and even feeling 
lost without it). The video shows the 
way the homogenisati on of the rules and 
regulati ons represented by the uniform 
can be overturned when real life creeps in.

In this piece, Wearing also 
implicitly confronts the problem of the 
relati onship between ourselves and 
others, and parti cularly those in power. 
Normally it is we who would feel ill at 
ease when confronted by a large group 
of policemen eyeing our every move; in 
this case, it is they who are paralysed by 
the situati on as they are scruti nised by 
us. The problem has further signifi cance 
here, in relati on to art: the work is being 
looked at by us, but at the same ti me it is 
alive, and, in a certain sense, is ‘watching 
us’. Who is the subject and who is  the 
object? Who is observing and who is 
being observed?

GILLIAN WEARING RA
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Sixty Minute Silence, 1996
Colour video projection 
with sound, running 
time 60’.
Courtesy of Maureen Paley, 
London
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Yohji 
 Yamamoto

Fashion is not about glamour or opulence 
for Yohji Yamamoto, nor is it about 
vacuous opti mism or the ‘everything is 
OK’ mentality. Fashion for him means 
rigorous perfecti onism, combined with 
the noti on that every last detail counts 
towards the whole. Each of his pieces 
is created with extreme discipline and 
almost monasti c rigour. ‘Ever since I 
began my career,’ Yamamoto says, ‘I 
have always questi oned fashion. I could 
also put it this way: I hate fashion […] 
Fashion yearns for trends. I want ti meless 
elegance. Fashion has no ti me. I do. I say: 
Hello, Lady, how can I help you? Fashion 
has not ti me even to ask such a questi on, 
because it is constantly concerned 
with fi nding out: what will come next? 
It is more about helping women to 
suff er less, to att ain more freedom and 
independence.

‘My job is to regain respect for 
clothing. Merchandising and adverti sing 
have become too powerful, too dominant 
during the past few years. I say: Wait a 
moment, slow down […] The accelerati on 
of things prevents us thinking about 
them. Doubts are excluded. All follow. 
Unti l everything looks like everything 
else. A sort of equalisati on.’

For Autumn-Winter 1991–92, 
Yohji Yamamoto Femme Collecti on, he 
assembles very ordinary planks of wood, 
the sort that are normally the basic 
components of our home environment. 
From these planks he creates a series 
of dresses and bodices, sheathing his 
models in them. The direct contact 
between skin and wood creates a very 
unorthodox juxtapositi on. The wood is 
sculptural and rigid, both severe and 
humorous; the gown becomes a piece 
of architecture, and the body becomes a 
matrix and a reference to the dimensions 
of the architecture; via this gown we 
inhabit the world. Increasingly mobile, 
we tend to carry our houses with us.

YOHJI  YAMAMOTO
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Autumn-Winter 1991–92, 
Yohji Yamamoto Femme 
Collection, 1991–2
Plywood, c. 100 x 200 cm.
© Thierry Chomel for  
Yohji Yamamoto
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Andrea 
  Zitt el

Andrea Zitt el’s clothes are also functi onal 
objects. She makes garments out of 
natural materials, a few pieces every 
year, designed to be worn for a few 
months – they mark the stages and rites 
of various ti mes of life, in additi on to 
their everyday functi on. They are made 
by hand using traditi onal techniques 
and then dyed with natural colouring. 
She also makes organic felt, using long-
established felti ng methods. Hundreds 
of diff erent fabrics and styles are uti lised 
to suit diff erent occasions, from exquisite 
accessories to traditi onal aprons for 
housewives. 

Many of Zitt el’s clothes can be 
folded: once they are unfolded they 
represent maps. This is an allusion 
to our being part of a more complex 
whole. Her clothing promotes the 
rejecti on of consumerism. She always 

produces something ‘diff erent’ in order 
to advocate a return to simplicity and 
sustainability.

Her work breathes a feeling 
of freedom, autonomy and self-
determinati on; we can read in it a 
responsible atti  tude to life. She also 
organises her daily life and acti viti es in 
such a way as to foster conservati on as 
far as possible. 

Zitt el views concept, method and 
praxis as one and the same; care for 
one’s self and for the environment is a 
way of giving meaning to life in a world 
in which micro and macro, the individual 
and the environment are all organically 
linked.

ANDREA  ZITTEL
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A–Z Fibre Form Uniform: 
Fall/Winter 2003 #2, 2003
Dark and light-green felted 
Merino wool, black turtle-
neck, scarf and black skirt, 
71.1 x 53.3 cm (overall  
97.8 x 101.6 cm).
© Andrea Zittel/Courtesy 
Andrea Rosen Gallery, 
New York

A–Z Fibre Form Uniform: 
Winter 2005 (brown with 
black cross), 2005
Brown felted Merino wool 
dress, white shirt, grey 
skirt, 83.8 x 62.2 cm.
© Andrea Zittel/Courtesy 
Andrea Rosen Gallery, 
New York
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A–Z Fibre Form Uniform: 
Spring/Summer 2005, 
2005
Gold-and-white felted 
Merino wool dress and  
a black skirt.
© Andrea Zittel/Courtesy 
Andrea Rosen Gallery, 
New York

A–Z Fibre Form Uniform: 
Fall/Winter 2005 #1, 2005
Dark-red felted Merino 
wool dress, brown skirt, 
white shirt.
© Andrea Zittel/Courtesy 
Andrea Rosen Gallery, 
New York
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Study for Billboard: AZ 
Holding Scarf in A–Z Fibre 
Form, 2006
Gouache on paper, 
22.9 x 30.5 cm.
© Andrea Zitt el
Courtesy Andrea Rosen 
Gallery, New York

A–Z Fibre Form – Looks 
Like a Collapsing Grid – 
February 2005
Gouache on paper, 
22.9 x 30.5 cm.
© Andrea Zitt el
Courtesy Andrea Rosen 
Gallery, New York
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MARINA ABRAMOVIĆ
Abramović, born in Serbia in 1946, 
studied at the Academy of Fine Arts 
in Belgrade and graduated from the 
Academy of Fine Arts in Croati a in 1972. 
Rising to prominence in the 1970s as a 
performance arti st, she explored various 
themes, such as the limits of body and 
mind as well as the relati onship between 
performer and audience. Most notable 
works include Rhythm 0 (1974) and The 
Arti st is Present (2010). In 1997 Abramović 
was the recipient of the Golden Lion 
Award at the Venice Biennale.

VITO ACCONCI / ACCONCI STUDIO 
Born in New York in 1940, Vito Acconci 
studied at the College of the Holy Cross, 
where he received a BA in literature in 
1962. He rose to prominence in the 1970s 
as a conceptual arti st, with notable works 
including Seedbed (1971), Theme Song 
(1973) and The Red Tapes (1976). Acconci 
works across a variety of disciplines, 
including fi lm and video, sound, 
sculpture, performance, photography 
and architecture. He founded the Acconci 
Studio, a group of architects based in 
Brooklyn, New York, who design projects 
for public spaces.

AZRA AKŠAMIJA
Born in Sarajevo in 1976, Akšamija is 
an arti st and architect who explores 
the relati onship between, and the 
representati on of, Islamic identi ty and 
architecture. Having studied architecture 
at Technical University Graz and Princeton 
University (M.Arch), she is currently 
researching her Ph.D. dissertati on on 
contemporary mosque architecture at the 
Massachusett s Insti tute of Technology.

MAJA BAJEVIC
Born in Sarajevo in 1967, Bajevic studied 
at École des Beaux-Arts in Paris. Focusing 
on a variety socio-politi cal issues, Bajevic 
uses performance, video and installati on 
pieces to investi gate both personal and 
universal identi ty. Her video work Double 
Bubble (2001) focused on the misuse of 
religion in modern society, while another 
video, Back in Black (2003), stems from 
the arti st’s personal experience of war and 
violence.

HANDAN BÖRÜTEÇENE 
Börüteçene was born in Istanbul in 1957, 
and studied at Istanbul State Academy 
of Art and École Nati onale Supérieure 
des Beaux-Arts Paris. Her work focuses 
on memory and the paths of body 
and culture over ti me, furthermore 
infl uenced by her heritage and the history 
Mediterranean. Exhibiti ng worldwide, 
notable works include Break and See 
(1985) and Reserved: For Freedom – motus 
animi conti nuus (2002).

HUSSEIN CHALAYAN
Born in Cyprus in 1970, Chalayan studied 
fashion design at Central Saint Marti ns. 
Known for his cutti  ng-edge use of 
materials and progressive approach to 
new technology, he draws inspirati on 
from architectural ideas and the sciences. 
Having produced over twenty collecti ons, 
Chalayan received the ti tle of Briti sh 
Designer of the Year both in 1999 and 
2000. He was the subject of an exhibiti on 
at the Design Museum, London, in 2009.

ALICIA FRAMIS
Born in Barcelona in 1967, Framis studied 
Fine Arts at the Barcelona University 
and at École des Beaux-Arts in Paris. In 
2002 she created her Anti -Dog clothing 
collecti on, comprising 23 bullet-resistant 
and stab-proof dresses which addressed 
the victi misati on of women. Other notable 
works include Remix Buildings (2000), 
which combined buildings and concepts 
usually kept separated, and Lost Astronaut 
(2009), a performance piece commenti ng 
on the role of women in the contemporary 
world.

MESCHAC GABA
Gaba was born in 1961 in Benin and 
studied at the Rijksakademie voor 
Beeldende Kunsten in Amsterdam. During 
his studies, Gaba created The Museum of 
Contemporary African Art (1997–2002) 
as a way of examining the presence – or 
lack – of African art in Western society. 
Working in a variety of media, he explores 
the cultural balance and imbalance 
between Africa and the West.

MARIE-ANGE GUILLEMINOT
Born in France in 1960, Guilleminot 
graduated from Villa Arson, Nice in 
1981, and now works in a variety of 
media including fi lm, sculpture and 
performance. Focusing on various objects 
and materials, she creates new functi ons 
and characteristi cs in an approach that is 
both aestheti c and scienti fi c. Exhibiti ng 
internati onally, notable works include Mes 
Poupées (1993) and Mes Robes (1992–5).

ANDREAS GURSKY
Born in 1955 in Leipzig, Germany, 
Gursky is known for his large-scale 
photographs. Having studied at Düsseldorf 
Kunstakademie in the early 1980s, he 
began producing small, black-and-white 
prints, but eventually broke from this 
style to create vast, colour photographs, 
usually taken from a high vantage point. 
His subjects oft en include buildings, 
landscapes and large groups of people, 
disti nctly depicted in such works as 
Chicago Board of Trade II (1999) and 99 
Cent II Diptychon (2001).

MELLA JAARSMA
Born in the Netherlands in 1960, Jaarsma 
studied visual art at Academie Minerva, 
Groningen, followed by studies at the 
Art Insti tute of Yogyakarta and later the 
Indonesian Insti tute of the Arts. Working 
as both an arti st and curator, Jaarsma has 
recently become known for her complex 
costumes. Works such as Hi Inlander 
(Hello Nati ve) (1998–9) focus on cultural 
and racial diversity through clothing.

Arti st biographies 
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CINDY SHERMAN HON RA
Born in New Jersey in 1954, Sherman 
studied Art at Buff alo State College from 
1972–6, focusing on photography. Her 
photographs, in which she uses herself 
as a model, illustrate the various sati rical 
stereotypes of women, oft en using pop-
culture references from soap operas, old 
movies and pulp magazines. An example 
of this style can be seen in her most 
notable work, Unti tled Film Sti lls (1977–
80). Although working predominately in 
photography, Sherman directed her fi rst 
fi lm, Offi  ce Killer, in 1997. She was elected 
an Honorary Royal Academician in 2010.

YINKA SHONIBARE MBE
Shonibare, a Briti sh-Nigerian arti st born 
in 1962, completed his BA at Goldsmiths 
College in 1991. Using painti ng, sculpture, 
photography, fi lm and performance, he 
addresses the issues of race, class and 
identi ty, oft en exploring the colonial 
and post-colonial relati onship between 
Africa and Europe. Notable works 
include Nelson’s Ship in a Bott le (2010), 
which occupied the Fourth Plinth in 
London’s Trafalgar Square, and his 
exhibiti on ‘Double Dutch’, which led to his 
nominati on for the Turner Prize in 2004.

HELEN STOREY
Born in 1959, Storey received a BA in 
fashion in 1982 from Kingston University 
before moving to Rome to train at 
Valenti no and Lancetti  . In 1984 she 
launched her own fashion label, receiving 
the award for Most Innovati ve Designer 
and Best Designer Exporter in 1990. With 
the success of her fashion collecti on 
‘Primiti ve Streak’, she established the 
Helen Storey Foundati on, a not-for-profi t 
arts organisati on, in 1997. Storey is also 
known for her work in the sciences and 
new technology fi elds. 

ROSEMARIE TROCKEL
Trockel was born in 1952 in Germany 
and studied painti ng at the Kölner 
Werkschulen in Cologne. Although she 
works in a variety of media, she rose to 
prominence through her knitt ed pictures 
that addressed a number of controversial 
issues. Exploring the role of women and 
their place in society, Trockel challenged 
the noti ons of sexuality and culture. Other 
notable works include Painti ng Machine 
and 56 Brush Strokes (1990).

SHARIF WAKED
Born in Nazareth in 1964, Waked studied 
Fine Arts at Haifa University. Known for his 
video work, he oft en combines humour 
and sati re with serious subjects, such 
as the politi cal relati onship and confl ict 
between the Middle-East and the West. 
Notable works include Jericho First (2002), 
To Be Conti nued… (2009) and Beace 
Brocess (2010).

GILLIAN WEARING RA
Wearing was born in 1963. She is a 
photographer and fi lmmaker and studied 
at Chelsea College of Art (1985–7) and 
Goldsmiths College (1987–90). Citi ng 
fl y-on-the-wall-style documentaries as 
her initi al inspirati on, her work refl ects 
the diff erence between private and public 
lives, as well as the connecti on between 
her own life and the lives of others. In 
1997, Wearing won the Turner Prize with 
her video works Sixty Minute Silence and 
Sacha and Mum. She was elected a Royal 
Academician in 2007.

YOHJI YAMAMOTO
Born in Tokyo in 1943, Yamamoto 
graduated from Keio University with a 
degree in Law, before studying Fashion 
Design at Bunka Fashion College. In 1981 
he debuted in Paris, also establishing his 
self-ti tled clothing line the same year. 
Known for his radical ideas, Yamamoto has 
a tendency to use unconventi onal shapes 
and proporti ons.

ANDREA ZITTEL
Born in California in 1965, Zitt el studied at 
the Rhode Island School of Design where 
she received a MFA in sculpture in 1990. 
Working in a variety of fi elds including 
sculpture, architecture and fashion design, 
Zitt el set up A–Z Administrati ve Services 
as a way to simplify domesti c life by 
creati ng objects and spaces with multi ple 
functi ons. Most notable works include 
her ‘Living Units’ and ‘Escape Vehicles’ 
and, in 1999, she was commissioned by 
the Danish government to create a 44-ton 
fl oati ng concrete island called ‘A–Z Pocket 
Property’.

KIMSOOJA
Born in South Korea in 1957, Kimsooja 
earned her BFA and MA from Hong-
Ik University in Seoul. Using video, 
performance and installati on, she 
combines the traditi ons of the East and 
the West, exploring the commonality 
between the private, personal self and 
those of the increasingly larger global 
community. Notable works include such 
fi lms as A Needle Woman (1999–2001) 
and A Beggar Woman (2001).

CLAUDIA LOSI
Losi, born in Italy in 1971, studied at the 
Academy of Fine Arts in Bologna and 
received a degree in Foreign Languages 
and Literature from the University of 
Bologna in 1998. Her work oft en illustrates 
her interest in the natural sciences as 
well as the historical and anthropological 
aspects of the environment. Losi also 
explores the concept of story-telling 
through art, oft en using projects to link 
and create new communiti es of human 
interacti on.

SUSIE MACMURRAY
MacMurray was born in London in 1959 
and studied at Manchester Metropolitan 
University, where she received her BA 
Sculpture and MA Fine Art. She works 
in a variety of media, including drawing, 
sculpture and performance, and is 
known for her site-specifi c architectural 
installati ons. Using a combinati on of 
materials in an innovati ve way is central 
to MacMurray’s practi ce, and she oft en 
focuses on creati ng intricate detail. 
Notable works include A Mixture of 
Frailti es (2004) and Promenade (2010).

MARCELLO MALOBERTI
Maloberti  was born in Italy in 1966. He 
predominately uses videos, performances, 
installati ons and photographs to create 
surreal environments that merge reality 
and fantasy. Notable works include Set 
(2006), Bowling Cervello (2008) and The 
Ants Struggle on the Snow (2009).

LA MAISON MARTIN MARGIELA
Marti n Margiela was born in 1957 in 
Belgium. He studied at the Royal Academy 
of Fine Arts in Antwerp, graduati ng 
in 1980. In 1989, he showed his fi rst 
collecti on under his own label, La Maison 
Marti n Margiela. Known for his style of 
constructi on and deconstructi on approach 
and use of non-traditi onal fabrics, he 
exposes the compositi on and concepti on 
of his creati ons.

ALEXANDER MCQUEEN CBE
Alexander McQueen (1969 – 2010) was 
an English fashion designer best known 
for his unorthodox designs. He studied at 
Central Saint Marti ns, where he received 
his Masters degree in fashion design. He 
was head designer at Givenchy from 1996 
to 2001, having already founded the labels 
Alexander McQueen and McQ. His notable 
accomplishments include receiving the 
ti tle of Briti sh Designer of the Year four 
ti mes, from 1996 to 2003, as well as 
being named Internati onal Designer of 
the Year in 2003 by the Council of Fashion 
Designers.

YOKO ONO
Ono was born in 1933 in Tokyo. She 
works in a variety of media including 
music, performance and fi lm. Although 
her work oft en explores identi ty and the 
relati onship between performer and 
audience, she also addresses the issues 
of gender, sexism and human suff ering. 
Notable works include her performance 
work Cut Piece (1964), the fi lm No. 4 
(1966) and her parti cipatory project Wish 
Tree (1996). In 2009 she was the recipient 
of the Golden Lion Award for lifeti me 
achievement at the Venice Biennale.

MARIA PAPADIMITRIOU
Papadimitriou was born in Athens in 1957 
and studied at École Nati onale Supérieure 
des Beaux-Arts in Paris. An arti st and 
self-educated architect, she is known for 
taking a realisti c and workable approach 
to the development of contemporary 
citi es and, in 1998, she founded the 
Temporary Autonomous Museum for All. 
Papadimitriou teaches in the Department 
of Architecture at the University of 
Thessaly, and won the Deste Prize for 
Contemporary Greek Art in 2003.

GRAYSON PERRY
Born in 1960, Perry received his BA in 
Fine Art from Portsmouth Polytechnic 
in 1982. Although he works in a variety 
of media such as photography and 
embroidery, he is best known for his work 
in ceramics. Using classically shaped vases, 
he illustrates serious themes and dark 
subject-matt er, oft en depicti ng images of 
his personal family life and his transvesti te 
alter-ego, Claire. Perry won the Turner 
Prize in 2003 for his use of traditi onal 
ceramics to express personal and social 
issues in Boring Cool People (1999), Village 
of Penians (2001) and Golden Ghosts 
(2001).

DAI REES
Rees was born in South Wales in 1961, 
and studied ceramics and glass at the 
Royal College of Art. In 1997 he began his 
career in fashion, working predominantly 
in millinery, accessories and womenswear. 
He is currently a Professor at the London 
College of Fashion where his research 
project, enti tled ‘Patronage, Arti san, 
Media and Audience: A Model for Twenty-
First Century Craft smanship’, will produce 
objects that explore the relati onship 
between modern and historical 
techniques. 

KATERINA ŠEDÁ
Šedá was born in 1977 in the Czech 
Republic, and studied at the Academy of 
Fine Arts in Prague. Her work explores 
and intervenes on patt erns of interacti on 
and behaviour, oft en focusing on the 
relati onships within her family as well as 
those in her community. Notable works 
include It Doesn’t Matt er (2005) and 
There’s Nothing There (2003), in which 
Šedá had a small village carry out their 
day-to-day acti viti es simultaneously.




